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Clinton to end her campaign, support Obama
WASHINGTON (AP) — Clinton expects a quick decision
Hillary Rodham Clinton will and I don't even know that she's
end on Saturday her historic bid necessarily interested in that,"
to become the first woman pres- Obama told NBC in an interident but Barack Obama said he vieW.
Clinton's move to formally
won't be hurried into a declare that she is backing the
on Illinois senator came after
decision
whether
to Democratic congressional colmake her his leagues made clear they had no
stomach for a protracted intrarunning mate.
Clinton, in party battle. Now that Obama
an e-mail to has secured the 2,118 delegates
supporters, necessary to clinch the nominasaid she "will tion, Clinton had little choice but
be speaking on to end her quest, and sooner
!COnton
Saturday about rather than later.
The New York senator told
bow together we can rally the
party behind Senator Obama. House Democrats during a priThe stakes are too high and the vate conference call Wednesday
task before us too important to that she would express support
for Obama's candidacy and condo otherwise."
The e-mail was a shift in tone gratulate him for gathering the
by the former first lady, who necessary delegates to be the
announced 17 months ago that party's nominee.
communications
Clinton
she was "in it to win it." Many of
her supporters now are pushing director Howard Wolfson said
for her to be included as the vice Clinton will express her support
presidential candidate, in their for Obama at an event she is
minds a "dream ticket" that hosting Saturday in Washington,
would bring Obama her enthusi- D.C., to thank her supporters.
Also in the speech, Clinton
astic legions and broaden his
once-warring
urge
appeal to white and working- will
Democrats to focus on the genass voters.
But Obama indicated he eral election and defeating
intends to take his time making a Republican presidential candidate John McCain.
decision.
• "We're not going to be rushed
into it. I don't think Senator II See Page 3A

Obama still unknown
to some Kentuckians
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE. Ky (AP) — Eastern Kentucky Democrat Herbie
Deskins came face-to-face with a jaw-dropping misperception about
Barack Obama. who clinched his party's presidential nomination
despite the primary shellacking he took from
Hillary Rodham Clinton in the Bluegrass state.
Deskins was talking about Obama when a
friend blurted out."Well, he's a Buddhist isn't her
Deskins said the recent encounter shows that
the Illinois senator, who is Christian, remains a
mystery to some in a region where Democrats generally need a big turnout to boost their chance at
statewide success.
"People really don't know who he is," said
Deskins, a Pikeville attorney and former state lawOb.ma
maker.
Now,two weeks after Clinton trounced Obama by a more than 2to- I margin in the state's primary election, Kentucky Democrats
awoke Wednesday to the reality that he'll he their party's presidential nominee.
Clinton carried all but two of Kentucky's 120 counties in winning 65.5 percent of the vote to Obama's 30 percent on May 20.
Obama won the two most populous counties but lost badly in rural
regions.
"Ws going to take some time for Kentuckians to adjust to it,"
JoEtta Wickliffe. a Clinton supporter and a Democratic National
Committee member, said of Obama's status as nominee-in-waiting.
"I think they will. We want to have a Democratic president and I feel
AP sure that we'll all come together when the time comes."
Cindy Butler lowers the sign to Ruth Towe during cleanup of
Wickliffe said she remained committed to Clinton as a party
campaign headquarters for Hillary Clinton the day after the
primary election Wednesday in Billings, Mont.

•See Page 3A

Hospital
hears good
report on
expansion

5th annual Hooked Fun Time at the Fair
on Fishing ready
to cast off for kids
Staff Report
Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation is encouraging
everyone to come out to the Kenny Imes farm on U.S. 641 North for
the 5th annual Hooked on Fishing, Not on Drugs event.
Children preschool through age 15 are invited to come out
Saturday, June 14, from 8:30 -11:30 a.m. for a day of fishing, food
and fun. The first 200 children who pre-register will receive a T-shirt
and a fishing pole.
The site is located just north of Rolling Hills Nursery on the right.
A sign will be posted where to turn.
"As of now, there are still plenty of spots available, so get your
registration forms in." Parks Director Matt Martin said.
The forms can be collected from Wal-Mart Sporting Goods, the
Murray-Calloway County Park office or the Family Resource Youth
Service Center at either Murray Independent or Calloway County
schools.
Pre-registration can also be accomplished online at www.murrayparks.org.
"A free lunch will also be provided thanks to our sponsors,"
Martin said. "Registration may be done at the event itself, though
children will not be guaranteed a T-shirt or fishing pole unless they
pre-register. Children are encouraged to bring their own fishing pole,
however there will be some poles for those who need one.
"Bait will be provided, but bring your own lawn chair if you wish
to use one."
Any questions may be directed to the Murray-Calloway County
Park or the Youth Service Centers.
Calloway County ASAP, Big Brothers Big Sisters, Wal-Mart,
Murray Family Resource Youth Service Center, Calloway County
Family Resource Center, Calloway County Middle Youth Services
Center. Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation, Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife and Calloway County 4-H all participate in the event.
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WEATHER,
TOM BERRYAsepor & Timms
Lots of hot dogs, cotton candy, soda pop and
smiling faces wore mixed with screams Of
excitement and a bit of terror by visitors to the
Murray-Calloway County Fair Wednesday
evening as hundreds of fun-seekers packed
the rides for a taste of life on the wild side.
Young and not so-young alike were whirled
and twirled and spun arid bumped, but they
eagerly went from one ride to another.
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By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
The progress report on the
hospital expansion project was a
positive one Wednesday during
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital board meeting.
According to Bud Byars,
MCCH director of plant operations, the project is about two
days behind schedule but with
good weather, the crew will be
able to pick those days up in the
next week or two.
By the end of July, Byars said
the building will begin to be
roofed and by the fall it will be
dried in so that interior work can
be done through the winter.
"It's an aggressive schedule,"
he said.
The building foundations are
completed and the structural
steel on the five-story part of the
addition will be completed at
the end of this week, he said.
The board heard from John
Wilson, the director of human
resources, who presented items
to the board that had been previously approved by the personnel
committee.
Employees who provide the
name and contact information
for a potential physician recruit
will be paid $1,000 at the time
that doctor begins their practice
in Murray.
Nurses will be paid a sign-on
bonus from $500 to $7,500
depending on their experience.
Hospital volunteers are able
to earn SI for every hour they
volunteer and that money will
be levied against either their
current or future hospital bill.
The board unanimously
agreed to instate the three policies.
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Oil falls
after dip
reported
in demand
NEW YORK (AP) — Oil
pnces extended their drop from
record highs Wednesday. falling
to the $122 level after the
Energy Department said gasoline demand fell sharply last
week.
Retail gas prices, meanwhile.
rose to a new record above
$3.98 a gallon and are likely to
hit $4 in coming days, although
oil prices have retreated nearly
$13 from last month's record
levels.
In its weekly inventory
report, the department's Energy
Information Administration said
demand for gasoline fell by 1.4
percent over the last four weeks.
Meanwhile, gasoline inventories rose by 2.9 million barrels
last week, more than three times
the increase analysts polled by
energy research firm Plans had
expected.
Concerns about demand
have helped pull oil down from
its May 22 high of $135.09.
Those concerns were exacerbated Wednesday by the EIA report
mei by moves by India and
Malaysia to cut fuel subsidies,
effectively raising prices. Many
investors believe subsidy cuts
will choke off demand for fuel
in the developing world.
-There's definitively smaller
demand, land) you have subsidies that are going to fall in
energy consuming nations."
said James Cordier, president of
Tampa. Fla.-based trading firms
Liberty Trading Group and
OptionSellemcom. "The psychology is just changing."
Light, sweet crude for July
delivery fell $2.01 to settle at
$122.30 barrel on the New York
Mercantile Exchange after earlier falling as low as $121.84. It
was oil's lowest settlement
since May 6. July gasoline
futures settled at $3.1951 it gallon. The EIA also said inventories of distillates, which include
diesel and heating oil, rose by
2.3 million barrels.

ons
s office renovati
Williams suspend
David Williams has
Ky (AP) -- Senate President

FRANKFORT,
lawmakers digs at the Capitol
halted renovations on Kentucky
Annex
Williams. a Burkesville Republican sent a !utter
to Legislative Research Commission director
Robert Sherman on Wednesday informing him of
the decision to indefinitely suspend renovation
work at the annex
State officials were reviewing bids this week to
renovate the building's second floor Plans called
for new Senate offices caucus rooms with
kitchens, a news conference room and a Senate
lounge There were also plans to buy new furniture
appliances and electronics
deter
In his letter to Sherman, Williams says he
Williams
mined to indefinitely suspend the renovations
affecting segments of state
because ot -present financial constraints
government "

Traffic stop in Ga. yields suspect in
homicide
westernKy.Ky.
(AP) — Police in Fulton are awaiting a hearing to

NOTICE
IN The Calloway County
Board of Elections is schedtiled to meet in special session at 10 a.m. on Friday at
.the Calloway County Clerk's
Office. On the agenda for the
meeting is a review of
precinct changes.
•An organizational meeting for those supporting construction ol a skate park in
:Murray is scheduled for 7
p.m. on Monday, June 9, at
The Calloway County Library
Annex. All children, parents
;and interested community
members wanting to be
involved in park planning and
fundraising efforts are invited
to attend.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
Senate debate over global
warming legislation turned into
late-night drama Wednesday
marked by an eight-hour reading
of the 492-page bill and a call
for senators to return — some of
them from their homes — to cast
a procedural vote not long
before midnight.
An angry Majority Leader
Harry Reid demanded senators
return to the Capitol for the latenight vote after Republicans
blocked his attempt to limit
amendments on the bill, arguing
there were not enough senators
in the chamber for Reid to proceed.
So Reid asked for a vote on
whether the sergeant at arms
should summon senators to the
Capitol. The motion — in a vote
lasting one hour. five minutes —
was defeated 28-27, but now
Reid has his quorum anyway to
proceed.
Senators trudged to the
Senate floor for the vote, some
clearly taken by surprised by the
late-night call. Sen. David
Vitter, R-La., in T-shirt and
shorts, signaled his vote through
an opening of a Senate chamber
door.
Reid accused Republicans of
"doing everything in their power
to slow, stop and stall" the bill.
He cited what he said was a
GOP "strategy memo" obtained
from a . lobbyist that said
Republicans were bent on "making political points" and not so
much on amending the bill.
Reid filed a motion to end
debate on the bill by Friday and
proceed with a showdown vote.
Republican leader Mitch
McConnell of Kentucky corn-

Sen. Mitch McConnell
it-Ky.
plained that the Democrats were
keeping Republican senators
from offering their amendments.
He said Republicans were ready
to debate the bill at length if
allowed to do so.
The partisan squabbles, each
side accusing the other of
obstruction, brought action on
the climate legislation to a halt
earlier in the day after
Republicans demanded a reading of the 492-page document
because of a partisan dispute
over judicial nominations.
Senate clerks began reading
the bill shortly after I p.m. EDT
and did not finish until 9:45 p.m.
The bill, the most ambitibus
legislation on global warming
ever taken up in Congress,
would cut carbon dioxide and
other greenhouse gas emissions
by 71 percent by mid-century
from power plants, refineries,
factories and transportation.
Its sponsors said the manda-
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FRANKFORT,

tory reductions are essential to
put the United States in a leadership role in global attempts to
head off dangerous climate
change. But Republican critics
said it would result in higher
energy costs and economic turmoil.
After an agreement to bring
the legislation up for action.
down
turned
Republicans
requests that a reading of the bill
not be required. It is routine not
to read a bill.
McConnell. R-Ky.. said he
directed the delaying action
because the Democratic majority had failed to approve the
appointment of three federal
judges before Memorial Day as
promised.
"We hate to hold up the climate bill." McConnell told
reporters.
A Reid spokesman. Jim
Manley. blamed Republicans for
not getting two of the judicial
nominations out of the Judiciary
Committee and said a third
judge, in fact, had been
approved. Reid's pledge was
based on "Republican cooperation" that he did not get, said
Manley.
Sen, Barbara Boxer, D-Calif..
a lead co-sponsor of the climate
bill, said the GOP was -just
All they want
stalling this
to do is kill this bill."
The climate bill's supporters
include most Democrats and a
handful of Republicans. Along
with Boxer, the leading sponsors
are Sens. Joe Lieberman, a
Connecticut independent, and
John Warner. R-Va. It has been
the subject of Senate floor
debate.since Monday, but senators have done little more than
talk so far.

—JUNE SPECIALS

AQN.'

Secretary of state's office offering
y weeks
employeesKy.4-da
(AP) — The Kentucky secretary of states

Climate bill stalls in Senate

TOM'S GRILLE(

Bob Cornelison

FULTON,
see when a murder suspect can be returned
of 36-yearA traffic stop in Cobb County. Ga.. yielded the arrest
shooting of her
old Juana Courtney. who was wanted in the fatal
estranged husband in November
Authorities said Courtney didn't have a driver's license and gave
a fingerprint
police another name on Tuesday. but they obtained
match that linked her to the outstanding murder warrant.
Fulton Police Chief Terry Powell said neighbors heard Juana
Courtney and James Courtney Jr. arguing on Nov. 10.
police
James Courtney's car later crashed into a utility pole and
found him shot once in the upper chest.
He later died at a hospital.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8 Times
Wednesday in a
participated
community
Kiricsey
the
PET PROTECTION: Residents in
Calloway County Rabies Clinic sponsored by the Calloway County Vetennary Medical
Association. The clinics continue through June 6, with stops scheduled for the Hazel
Community Center, the Almo Fire Station, the Calloway County Health Department, the New
Concord Church of Christ and the Take Me Back Cate. Residents can check the Ledger &
Times' Datebook for clinic times. Pictured above, Tommy Greer, left, of Kiricsey, holds his dog
"Scooter," a 13-year-old Schnauzer-Poodle mix, as Juli McClain, right, an LVT with Westside
Veterinary Service, prepares to administer a rabies shot to the pet.
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From Front
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DGL to be ea effective as Zantaelt or
Turner/. PT= also wortu faster
than PnioseoL Pepstat may make
these nip °twine became Da hat
no known side effects
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they MI tremor the body 'I normal
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office is offering its employees a four-day work week
Spokesman Les Fugate says the plan is aimed at giving employparees a relief from high gas pnces. Fugate says employees who
ticipate will still work their 37.5 hours per week, but they'll work
longer on the four days they're on the clock.
Fugate says the plan has the added benefit of helping some customers in western Kentucky, where it's central time, and an hour
behind the rest of the state. The move, he says, is a pilot project that
the office will test for two weeks.
Much of the work, Fugate says, can be done at any time.
So far, five of the fewer than 40 employees have signed up for the
option, which takes effect on June 15 Employees will work three
days from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and one day from 7:30 a.m. to 5
p.m., with 30-minute breaks each day for lunch.

Storms leave thousands without
power in Kentucky in northern Kentucky say thou-

LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) — Officials
sands of customers are without power after s:orms that also
knocked down trees in the area just across the river from Cincinnati.
Duke Energy spokesman Steve Brash says 3,700 northern
Kentucky customers had power outages but that the number was a
small portiL.n of the total 80,000 without power, including the company's Ohio customers. Brash says it will be Thursday night before all
power can be restored_
The National Weather Service says flood watches o warnings
are in effect for some counties in northeastern Kentucky until late
Wednesday or early Thursday.
Weather service hydrologist Mike Callahan in Louisville says
Wednesday's storms dumped up to an inch of rain an hour in some
areas.
Storms that swept through much of the central region of the state
on Tuesday knocked down trees and caused scattered power outages, but no severe damage was reported.

with theft
Former clerkKy.charged
(AP) — A former county clerk in central
HARRODSBURG,

Kentucky has been indicted on a theft charge.
A Mercer County grand Jury indicted former clerk Ronald W.
Compton, alleging that he took properly that belonged to the clerk's
office during 2005 and 2006.
Compton was arrested May 30 but released on his own recognizance. The Lexington Herald-Leader reports his arraignment is set
for June 17.
Compton came under investigation last year after an audit found
problems with more than $21,000 from his office. State Auditor Grit
Luallen referred the audit to law enforcement.
Compton had left office almost a year earlier after losing a reelection bid.
In a reply to the audit, Compton said he had used the same procedures practiced by previous clerks.

•Hospital expansion ...
From Front
In other business, the board:
•heard from Brad Bloemer,
VP of financial services, who
reported a net operating income
of $400,000 in April: just
$12,000 short of the targeted
$412,000. Total expenses were

$274,(XX) over budget, he
reported, due to contract labor.
employee and physician recruitment, cost savings analysis,
legal fees and physician start-up
costs.

•was given a tour of Spring
Creek Health Care center to
showcase the recent renovation
of the building.
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McCain: Don't call me Bush

I Obama unknown ...

-om Front

ierdelegate and would do so
:it she's told otherwise by
nton or until the New York
iator concedes.
"When I give my word, I
e my word," Wickliffe said.
Democrats began assessing
lama's chances in November
unst presumptive Republican
midential nominee John
:Cain, and how the Illinois
tato:- could boost his dismal
wing in Kentucky's primary.
:sident Bush easily carried
!mucky in the last two presintial elections.
Some Democrats urged
iama to choose Clinton as his
ming mate, saying it would
ite him a needed boost.
"To secure the White House,
needs to unite the party, and
:only way he can unite it is to
ke her," said Pike County
dge-Executive Wayne T.
itherford, a Clinton supporter.
le's going to have to have a lot
help, and Hillary can help

In some predominantly'
emocratic Appalachian coonClinton beat Obama by
,e-popping margins. In Pike
ounty, Clinton outpolled
bama 12,916 to 936. while in
loyd County the difference
as 11,714 to 693, according to
lofficial election results.
Democratic state Rep. Greg
tumbo, who represents Floyd
(minty, said the lopsided out)rtie was due partly to the
!gion's fondness for Clinton.
ut it also reflected uncertainty
xiut Obama, which could hold
own turnout in November in a
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AP
A supporter holds up a banner as he awaits the arrival
of Democratic presidential
candidate, Sen. Barack
for a pnmary
Obama,
night rally Tuesday in St.
Paul, Minn.
heavily Democratic area unless
he connects with voters, Stumbo
said.
"He has to gain some trust
with voters up there," Stumbo
good
are
'They
said.
Democrats, but they may just
stay home if they have some
doubts about him. He has to
quell those doubts."
A low turnout could have
serious implications for other
Democrats down the ballot, he

said. including Senate candidate
Bruce Lunsford. who is challenging Senate Republican
leader Mitch McConnell.
Had Clinton been the party's
presidential nominee. "Ii would
have made Bruce Lunsford's
race a whole lot easier,- Stumbo
said. it would have made every
Democrat's race a whole lot easier," except those in urban areas
where Obama is already popular.
Stumbo said there are opportunities for Obama to connect
with working-class whites in
Appalachia.
Mama should tout his days
working as a community organizer in Chicago, he said. And
that
suggested
Stumbo
Appalachians and blacks have
had shared experiences.
"We've felt some discrimination through the years," he said.
"We get called bad names, perhaps like African-American
people have been, just because
of the way we talk or where we
happen to live.Democrats said Obama
needs to come back to Kentucky
and talk about core issues such
as job creation, education,
health care and an energy policy
that includes coal -- an abundant resource in the state.
"If he'll come to Kentucky
and talk to us and assure us of
what he plans to do. then I think
he can mend some fences,"
Wickliffe said
Scott Lasley, a political scientist at Western Kentucky
University, said Kentuckians
shouldn't count on seeing much
of Obama in the state in coming
months.

WASHINGTON (API — Barack Obama is
fond of using a four-letter word to describe John
McCain: Bush.
Weary and wary of being linked so closely with
the president. McCain says Obama is spreading a
falsehood voters won't buy when he says McCain
as president would deliver a third Bush term.
Oh, to be the president of the United States
these days.
Time was. it wasn't so awful to be associated
with the leader of the country.
But the political reality is that Bush's approval
ratings are near record lows, which makes him an
easy target. Or at least not a guy being sought out
for bear hugs.
The White House likes to point out that Bush is
not on the ticket. Yet he remains in the thick of it.
Consider McCain's speech as Obaina clinched
the Democratic nomination Tuesday night.
Predictably, he spoke about his differences
with Obama. Pre-emptively. he outlined a history
of differences with Bush to undermine Obama's
line of attack.
-You will hear from my opponent's campaign
in every speech, every interview, every press
release that I'm running for President Bush's third
term," McCain said. "You will hear every policy
of the president described as the Bush-McCain
policy. Why does Senator Obama believe it's so
important to repeat that idea over and over again?
Because he knows it's very difficult to get
Americans to believe something they know is
false."
In other words, America, I'm not Bush.
Yes, McCain said, he shares views with the
president, particularly on national security. But he
proudly listed a pattern of splitting with the president on energy and climate change, on spiraling
spending and budget gimmicks. and on the administration's "mismanagement" of the war in Iraq.
It so happens that this distancing came exactly
one week after Bush was with McCain, in
McCain's home state of Arizona, raising money
for him at a big-dollar fundraiser. Bush raised an
estimated $3 million in private that night. His public appearance with McCain was so short it was
measured in seconds.
Obama had Bush on his mind too on the historic night he clinched the Democratic Party's

AP
Republican presidential candidate Sen. John
McCain, R-Ariz.. points during a media availability after a campaign event in Baton
Rouge, La.. Wednesday.
nomination.
The Illinois senator lumped McCain with Bush
on the economy and on current war policy in Iraq.
And he called McCain's claims of independence
dubious.
'There are many words to describe John
McCain's attempt to pass off his embrace of
George Bush's policies as bipartisan and new,Obama said. "But 'change' is not one of them.Bush administration officials expect such rhetoric from the Democrat in the race. Yet even when
it comes from the Republican, the White House
line is: No offense taken.
"Look, Senator McCain is different than
President Bush. That's a fact. We understand that
his campaign will reflect his policies and his
vision for the future of the country," White House
spokesman Scott Stanzel said. "I think it's worth
remembering that President Bush's father didn't
exactly emulate President Reagan. Vice President
Gore did not copy President Clinton. Even Hillary,
Clinton demonstrated differences from President
Clinton — and she's married to him."

•Clinton

:rom Front

The only degree of uncerlinty was how. Clinton is
xploring options to retain her
.elegates and promote her
;sues, including a signature call
or universal health care.
The announcement closed an
plc five-month nominating batle pitting the first serious
emale candidate against the
nost viable black contender
Ner.
Obama on Tuesday night
ecured the delegates needed to
linch the Democratic nominaion. But Clinton stopped short
if acknowledging that miletone, defiantly insisting she
vas better positioned to defeat
vicCain in November.
"What does Hillary want?
What does she want?" Clinton
isked, hours after telling supiorters she'd be open to joining
)bama as his vice presidential
unning mate.
But by Wednesday, other
'aemocrats made it abundantly
:lear they wanted something
on: a swift end to the often biter nominating contest.
Democratic Party Chaiiman
the
and
Dean
loward
3emocratic congressional leadTship released a statement urgng the party to rally behind
)bama, arid several lawmakers
ncluding Iowa Sen. Tom
iarkin, Colorado Sen. Ken
>alazar and Louisiana Sen.
vlary Landrieu, all endorsed
heir Illinois colleague.
Mama also announced he
lad named a three-person vice
resiclential vetting team that
ncluded Caroline Kennedy.
laughter of the late President
(ennedy.
On the telephone call with
mpatient congressional supxarters that included New York
Zep. Charles Rangel, a longtime
Yolitical patron, Clinton was
irged to draw a close to the conentious campaign, or at least
mpress support for Mama.
The New York congressional
lelegation's Democrats wanted
o campaign for Obama this
weekend, Rangel said, and
weren't comfortable doing that
.f she hadn't formally endorsed
ler rival.
"The quicker we proved that
we were committed to Senator
Dbama. then the better for all of
on
IS:. Rangel said Thursday
:TBS'"Early Show."
Rangel said Obama and
Clinton need each other -- it
would help him pick up her supporters if she were on the
Democratic ticket, and she
•'needs to maintain momentum"
as a national and international
leader.
Her decision to acquiesce
:aught many in the campaign by
surprise and left the campaign
scrambling to finalize logistics
and specifics.
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IN OTHER WORDS
The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:

Poll Puzzlers
The Herald-LeaderlINKYT-TV poll came within
three points of nailing the victory margin in the
Democratic U.S. Senate primary and, When undecideds are considered, was nearly that close on the
Democratic presidential race.
We bring this up not to praise the pollster, but
to make the point that the poll's other findings
are also reliable — including the support among
likely voters for raising Kentucky's cigarette tax to
$1.
The polling was completed almost a month ago.
Since then, the public's desire for Kentucky to collect as much money as other states from the sale
a pack of cigarettes can only have grown. That's
because the need for new revenue has become
even more achingly real.
In the last 10 days:
— About 100 people, including disabled Kentuckians carrying signs saying "Every cut has a
face," protested rollbacks in health ind social services required by what Deputy Health Secretary
Steve Nunn called a "totally inadequate budget."
— The state's chief public defender, Ernie Lewis,
informed judges that his agency can no longer
afford to represent all indigent criminal defendants
because of $2.3 million in cuts. The Constitution
entitles anyone charged with a crime to legal
counsel, so one unfortunate option would be dis
missing less serious charges.
— Rising energy and food costs continued to
transform teachers and state employees' 1 percent
pay raises into a substantial cut in buying power.
— Auditor Crit Luallen reported that over the
last six years, tuition at Kentucky's public universities has risen 96 percent for full-time Kentucky
undergraduates or more than five times the rate of
inflation. And since the fall of 2004, full-time
undergraduate resident enrollment has dropped by
955 students.
Much of the national media's attention to the
Kentucky primary focused on the state's poverty
and low education levels. It was an unflattering,
but true, picture that this budget will make uglier.
So why did lawmakers reject a tax increase for
which there is broad public support?
Gov. Steve Beshear urged the legislature to
increase the 30-cent state levy on a pack of cigarettes to $1. That got nowhere. The Senate even
killed the 25-cent increase that was approved by
the House.
A random sample of 600 likely voters was
asked about that: 55 percent said they favored a
$1 cigarette tax, 34 percent were opposed and 11
percent were not sure. Even if you add the "not
sures" to those saying "no," it comes out 55 to 45
in favor.
Support was strongest among women, Democrats
and Independents. Among Republicans, a plurality
(47 percent) opposed a $1 tax while 43 percent
favored it and 10 percent were not sure.
When asked about the legislature's rejection of
even a 25-cent increase, 57 percent of likely voters
disagreed with the action, M percent agreed and 7
percent were not sure. Even a plurality of Republicans (48 percent) disagreed, while 46 percent
agreed and 6 percent were undecided.
Public support for a cigarette tax grows even
stronger when it's presented as a way to protect
kids Trom becoming smokers, which it most
assuredly is.
;
One in three adolescents and one in four preg
nant women in Kentucky smoke. The state has the
nation's highest rate of -adult smoking, along with
some of the highest rates of disease and disability.
Kentucky has the nation's third-lowest cigarette
tax, and all the surrounding states except Missouri
tax cigarettes at a higher or equal rate. Even at a
buck, Kentucky's tax would be below the national
average of $111 a pack.
A $1 cigarette tax would raise more than $200
million for the state that could do a lot of good.
Voters understand that.
When will their so-called leaders catch up?
— Lexington Herald-Leader
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By CHARLES BABINGTON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Barack
Obama has some urgent • making up to
do among a lot of angry white women
— lifetime Democrats who spumed him
for Hillary Rodham Clinton in the pnmanes and now are threatening to stay
home or even vote for Republican John
McCain in November.
Amid all the talk about a first black
president. many women are deeply disappointed. in some cases furious, that
Clinton's own historic campaign fell
short and that Obama's campaign
undercut her along the way. Her loss
was painful for wometr who have
encountered sex discrimination themselves, especially older women who
saw her as the best hope for electing a
female president in their lifetimes.
°barna himself must heal the rift
with women, said Clinton fundraiser
Susie Buell of San Francisco. or a new
brand of "stay-at-home moms- might sit
out the election.
"I know that women are very
worked up nght now." she said. Obama
"has never apologized for the was
Hillary has been treated."
Emotions boiled over at last weekend's televised meeting of a Democratic
Party rules committee, when some
women chanted "McCain '08" after the
Clinton team lost its bid to win more
disputed delegates from Michigan.
Many party insiders believe that,
over time. most Clinton supporters will
decide that a reluctant vote for Mama
is better than a spiteful vote for
McCain. Still, polls underscore Obama's
challenge.
According to exit polling at voting
places. white women preferred Clinton
to Obama by 24 percentage points in
this year's Democratic contests, even
tilting toward her in 12 of the 17
states where Obama won and polls
were conducted.
And a recent Pew Research Center
survey found an eight-point drop in his
favorability ratings since February. The
center said the slip "is in some measure a negative reaction from frustrated
Clinton supporters," with 43 percent of
white women expressing a positive
opinion of Obama, down from 56 percent in late February.
Healing the wounds will require a
strong endorsement by Clinton of the

In this file pohoto Democratic presidential hopeful Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton, DN.Y., greets supporters at a street fair in Covington, Ky. Amid the talk about a first
black president, millions of women are deeply disappointed that Clinton's own historic campaign fell short, especially older women who saw her as the best hope for
electing a female president in their lifetimes. One of Democratic presidential candidate Barack Obama's next tasks is to heal the rift with female voters. At left are
Obama and his wife, Michelle.
man who beat her, says Sen. Claire
McCaskill, D-Mo., one of Obama's
most prominent female supporters. And
the reality of the presidential stakes
will sink in. too, she says.
'As time passes and everyone begins
focusing on the differences between
John McCain and Barack Obama," she
said, "I think the medicine is going to
he a little easier to swallow. But right
now I think it's really hard for these
women."
Obama himself has been heaping
praise on Clinton in recent weeks, after
it became clear he had the race won.
Expect that to continue.
Also. expect Obama and his camp
-- now expanding to include the
Democratic establishment in Congress
and elsewhere — to point out how
much closer he is than McCain to the
disappointed Clinton supporters on
issues they care about most.
Crucially. Obama supports abortion
rights. which McCain opposes. Obama
also supports more government help for
health care, home buying and college
than does McCain.
Jennifer Palmieri, a press aide in
Bill Clinton's administration who now
works for the Center for American
Progress, said she does not think
Hillary Clinton lost to Obama because
of sexism. "But there have often been
sexist overtones to the coverage." she
said, proving that The media thinks it's
OK to say sexist things" about matters
such as Clinton's pantsuits and her
laugh, or to "poke fun at her middle
age women supporters."
Despite the hurt feelings, Palmien
said, most traditional Democrats will
return to the fold by autumn.
Other Democratic activists are less
sure. Buell, the Clinton fundraiser. said
to
a
women htoaveush
aet
h
push rightthe former
Democraticabout efforts
first lady out of the race before all the
primaries were finished. And she said
many women feel ()barna responded
insufficiently to a priest who ndiculed
Clinton recently from the pulpit of his

former church in Chicago.
Obama backers acknowledge he
brought some problems on himself -such as saying dismissively in a January debate, "You're likable enough,
Hillary" — but they also say he and
his aides often held their tongues in
recent weeks as the Clinton camp
assailed them.
Also, the Mama campaign passed
up chances for negative TV ads as the
campaign wound down and the results
seemed sure — even though she was
still aiguing she would be the stronger
opponent against McCain.
Activists say Obama must work hard
to win women's support now, and not
expect Clinton to do it for him.
"Obama himself has to introduce
himself in a way that really convinces
women that they can place their trust
and the security of their families in his
hands," said Kate Michelman, a former
head of the abortion-rights group
NARAL and an early Obama backer.
"And he will do that."
"I believe a woman president is not
that far off." Michelman said, largely
because of Clinton's impressive campaign. "Hillary has made that inevitable.,
as far as I'm concerned."
Gloria Steinem, a pioneering feminist. disagrees. "For 35 years people
have been asking me if there will be a
female president, and I have always
said. 'not in my lifetime." she said. "I
still feel that way. The patterns of his- ,
tory are that, at the upper levels, we
see different varieties of men first. The
female comes later."
Steinem said disgruntled Democraticleaning women ultimately will back
Obama. Besides, she suggested. much
of their ire should be aimed at the
news m
t atsheincalnodviedaw
e em
.ianow
.
diead
teisth
Mama," Steinem said. "and in hate
with Hillary. hands down."
Associated Prt".1% writers Jocelyn
Noveck and Jim Kuhnhenn contributed
to this report.
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Myanmar junta exchanging food for labor

Obituaries

tonald Joe Grinned

YANGON, Myanmar (AP)
Ronald Joe Grafford, 53. Doris Lee Lane, Murray, formerly of - Myanmar's military regime
Wood River, III., died today, Thursday, June 5. 2008, at his home.
has forced cyclone survivors to
He worked at Wetwasto Roof Systems, Murray. His mother. do menial labor in exchange for
food and stepped up a campaign
-'rances Dillinger Grafford. preceded him in death
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ronda Wright Grafford, to to evict displaced citizens from
whom he was married March 30, 2002. in Las Vegas, Nev.: father. aid shelters, an international
Juane Grafford, Wood Riser, III , one sister. Judy Pease and hushuman rights group said this
sand, Brian. Dacula, Ga.; one stepson, Jerad Morris, and one stepmorning.
Amnesty
daughter. Kayla Morris, both of Murray; one brother, David
London-based
:.irafford, Alton, Ill.; four brothers-In-law. Randy Wright and wife. International also said authoriMa, Murray, Rodney Wright and wife, Lena. Alton, III.. Richard ties in several cyclone hit areas
Wright and wife, Sheila, South Fulton. Tenn.. and Terry Wright and continue to divert aid despite the
wife, Jean. Union City, Tenn.; several nieces, nephews. aunts and junta's pledge to crack down on
uncles. Visitation has been scheduled from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday at the problem weeks ago.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Online condolences may be
"Unless human rights safemade at www.imesmillercom. Expressions of sympathy may be guards are observed, tens of
made to Murray Animal Shelter, or Murray-Calloway County thousands of people remain at
Hospital Hospice.
risk." Amnesty said in a report
released today. "Respect tor
RIrs. Dorothy Workman Dunn
human rights must be at the cenMrs. Dorothy Workman Dunn. 84, Atlanta. Ga.. died Wednesday. ter of the relief effort."
June 4. 2008, at 8:55 p.m at her home. Her death followed an
More than a month after the
extended illness from Parkinson's disease.
storm, many people in stricken
She was a member of First Baptist Church. Sandy Spnngs, Ga., areas still have not received any
and was a retired furniture saleswoman. She was married April 5. aid and the military regime con1940, to Milburn Dunn who died April 21, 2008. Also preceding her tinues to impose constraints on
in death was one sister, Bettie Sue Murdock. Born March 9. 1924, international rescue efforts,
in Calloway County, Ky., she was the daughter of the late John human rights groups say.
Workman and Dixie Jones Workman.
U.S. Navy ships laden with
Survivors include two daughters, Deborah Dunn, Roswell, Ga., relief supplies steamed away
and Patricia Tustian and husband, Graham, Alpharetta, Ga.; two from Myanmar's coast, their
grandchildren, Ashley Tustian May and Christopher John Tustian; helicopters barred by the ruling
one great-grandson, Sawyer James May; one sister, Jo Burkeen and junta even though millions of
husband, J.B., and brother-in-law, John T. Murdock, all of Murray. cyclone survivors need food.
Ky.; one brother, Bobby Z. Workman and wife, Jeannette, shelter or medical care.
Columbus. Miss.; one sister-in-law, Evelyn Dunn Neale,
The USS Essex group, which
Clearwater, Fla.; several nieces and nephews.
includes four ships, 22 helicopH.M. Patterson and Son Funeral Home, Sandy Springs, Ga., is in ters and 5,000 U.S. military percharge of arrangements.
sonnel, had been off the
Myanmar coast for more than
Mrs. Cozy L Garland
three weeks hoping for a green
-the funeral for Mrs. Cozy E. Garland will be Friday at 2 p.m in light to deliver aid to the surthe chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Wayne Carter and
vivors.
Rea Matthew Williams will officiate Ronal will follow in the
-The ruling military juiita .11
Murray City Cemetery.
have done nothing to
Burma
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to convince us that they intend to
9 p.m. today (Thursday).
reverse their deliberate decision
Expressions of sympathy may be made to to deny much needed aid to the
803
Hospice,
AP'
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
people of Burma," Lt. Denver
C•alb'
Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
••••
va•
Applehans said in an e-mail
Mrs. Garland, 83, Poor Farm Read, Murray,
from the flotilla.
home.
her
at
p.m.
4
at
2008.
3,
June
Tuesday.
died
-Based on this, the decision
A homemaker, she was a member of West Fork
made to continue with prewas
School
Baptist Church and of the Median Sunday
vious operational commitClass.
ments.- Applehans said.
Preceding her in death were two sisters, Clara
Garland
Adm. Timothy J. Keating,
Cletus
brothers,
two
Pittman,
CodeII
Fitts and
of the U.S. Pacific
head
Frances
.
sister-in-law
Cohoon and Thomas Cohoon, and one
Command, said in a statement
Garland Tucker. Born Sept. 26, 1924. in Calloway County, she was
Wednesday that the United
the daughter of the late Charlie Cohoon and Altie Lassiter Cohoon.
had made "at least 15
States
she
whom
to
Garland,
Bernice
husband,
Survivors include her
to convince the generattempts"
Garland
E.
David
sons,
two
was married April 5, 1947, in Murray;
als to allow them to deliver aid
and wife. Glenda, Murray. and Danny J. Garland and wife, Candy,
to victims in affected
House Springs, Mo.; sister-in-law, Esther Cohoon, Murray: brother- directly
in-law, John Tucker. Kirksey: six grandchildren. Andrew, Matthew, areas.
says
government
The
Jonathan. Nathanial, Susanna and Benjamin Garland. all of House
Cyclone Nargis killed 78.000
Springs.

told a news conference in
Bangkok. He declined to give
additional details.
The report also cites several
cases of forced labor in
exchange for food in the delta.
In mid-May, people near the
hard-hit delta township ol
Bogale were forced to "break
rocks and level a field- to construct a helicopter landing pad in
exchange for biscuits sent by the
U.N.'s World Food Program. the
report said.
Others in Bogale were givell
rice soup and shelter on condil
tion they cleared debris and built
an official camp. the report said.
adding that authorities told dis-,
placed survivors in nearby
Labutta they would not receive
food unless they worked.
Meanwhile, a campaign to
kick homeless survivors out of
temporary shelters in schools.
monasteries and public buildings appears to have intensified
"Movement has been increasingly widespread geographical- ,
ly," Zawacki said. "It violates
the human rights of those people •
to food, to shelter, to health and.
perhaps, the right to life."
The junta, which explicitly
rejected the use of foreign military helicopters in the relief
effort, still has not authorized
the entry. of nine civilian hell-.
copiers flying on behalf of the
U.N. World Food Program,
though they have been sitting in
neighboring Thailand since last week.
Restrictions on visa and travel permission for foreign workers, as well as on rimy of sonic
AP
equipment. continue to hamper
Region
the aid effort, despite a pledge
Delta
Irrawaddy
the
in
beach
Workers on Chaungtha
made almost two weeks ago by
about 98 miles west of Yangon, Myanmar, unload teak wood
junta leader Senior Gen. Than
beach
The
buildings.
damaged
cyclone
Tuesday to repair
Shwe to U.N. Secretary Ban Krwas spared damage with only debris washed up after
moon to allow foreign aid workCyclone Nargis hit May 2 leaving 78.000 people dead.
ers free access to devastated
the.
to
areas, according
people and left another 56,0(1) serious threat to effective distriof Red
Federation
l
Internationa
said.
report
bution of aid," the
missing.
Red Crescent
Most of the cases that were Cross and
Amnesty's report cites 40
Societies.
conauthorities
involved
cited
or
soldiers
Myanmar
of
accounts
Of the 2.4 million people
local officials having confiscat- fiscating aid front private donors
only 1.3 million suraffected,
to
ed, diverted or others;ice mis- or arresting them for refusing
vivors have so far been reached
used aid intended for cyclone hand the aid over.
by local and
A major U.N. agency on with assistance
survivors since the storm hit on
humanitarian
l
internationa
junta
caught
however,
Monday.
May 2-3.
and the
Cross
Red
the
groups,
Although the junta has grant- officials trying to divert their aid
the U.N's Office for
after the officials insisted on U.N., said
ed greater access to the
of
Coordination
the
hit Irrawaddy delta,"recent inci- accompanying the U.N. workers
Humanitarian Affairs.
Amnesty
it.
delivering
were
who
dents of corruption and diversion of aid suggest a potentially spokesman Benjamin Zawacki

Mrs. Mary Louise McGee

The funeral for Mrs. Mary Louise McGee will be Friday at II
a.m in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. John Dale will
officiate. Pallbearers will be Jimmy, Tim, Fred and Ron Shelton.
Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 7 p.m. today
to
made
be
(Thursday). Online condolences may
wwwimesmillencom
Mrs. McGee. 93, Murray, died Tuesday. June 3. 2008. at 11 p.m.
at Spring Creek Health Care.
Survivors include one sister. Reva Shelton, Murray.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Paul L. McGee, on
June II, 1989, and two brothers, Denvil Far-less and Corbett Farless.
Born Nov. 23, 1914, in Calloway County. she was the daughter of
the late J.W. Farless and Flora Beaman Farless.

Iraqis wary of U.S.
security agreement
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WASHINGTON (AP) - embarrass the Iraqi government
Iraqi lawmakers told Congress (by) putting it in a difficult situhe
on Wednesday that they have ation with this agreement."
said.
longa
about
serious misgivings
Also testifying was Khalaf
term security agreement being
a Sunni Arab minister,
al-llyan.
with
year
negotiated this
should
President Bush. putting them- who said the countries
adminisU.S.
next
the
until
wait
with
line
in
selves squarely
Democrats who say hashing out tration takes over next year.
Al-Jatsen and al-llyan said
a deal before Bush leaves office
they thought violence in their
is had timing.
Opposition in the U.S. and country would subside after
leave, and they
Iraqi legislative bodies under- U.S. troops
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political
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scores
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ing Bush and Iraqi Prime
ture.
they
as
al-Maliki
Noun
Minister
try to settle the terms under •
which U.S. troops can continue
operating in Iraq after a United
Nations authorization expires at
the end of the year.
The deal, which both sides
hope to finish by midsummer.
would establish a security relationship between Iraq and the
"Overlooking
United States and Kavide a
troop
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legal basis for the
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presence.
"The Iraqi government ngnt
now still does not have full rein
of its sovereignty because of the
thousands of foreign troops now
on its land.- Nadim al-Jaben, an
Iraqi Shiite lawmaker, told a
House panel on Wednesday.
"And perhaps the Iraqi government does not have yet sufficient tools to run its own internal
affairs. Therefore I ask the
American government not to
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2004 ATKINS WAN'- $279,900
Impressive Saddle Creek executive home on extra large lot. Quality
details throughout this 4 Br., 3 Ba. spacious home. Hardwood
floors, vaulted ceilings, bonus room plus many extras.
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NOW OPEN UNTIL 9 P.M. FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Serving Catfish Fillets. Broasted Chicken. Seafoods, and
Now Featuring Grilled Tilapia, Mahi Mahi & Chicken
Open 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Sun., Tues., Wed. & Thurs.•8 a.m. to 9 p.m. Fri. & Sat.

Country living on over 2 acres just a few minutes from Murray on
Rt 94 East. Spacious 4 Br., 3 Ba home with hardwood floors and
many extras.
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1703 KEENLAND DRIVE - $109,900
Charming brick rancher in great city neighborhood. 3 Br with
hardwood floors and many update., including a new. root Must see
to appreciate

EIKE,
CRYE*L
SERVICES
REALTY

Motel•Pontoon and Jetaki Rentals

On The Court Square • 115 S. 4th St. • Murray
www.crye-leike.com

270-436-540,
- . ated Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

(270) 761-5700
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Paducah Symphony's Outdoor POPS Benefit Concert planned
PADUCAH. Ky. -- The Paducah Symphony has unveiled
this year's Outdoor POPS Concert theme. titled "An Enchanted Evening." which will take
place at 7:30 p.m. on Saturday at the foot of Broadway
and First Street in downtown
Paducah.
Thomas G. Wilson, conductor of the Chamber Orchestra
of Colorado Springs. will guest
conduct a program featunng
local vocalist Audra Hall and
the Paducah Symphony Orchestra.
The program will feature
the Paducah Symphony Orchestra performing music reminiscent of fairy tales and romance
including Johann Strauss' Die
Fledermaus Overture, Rodgers
& Hammerstein's South Pacific, A Symphonic Scenario,
Louis Adrian's "I'm Flying"
from Peter Pan. Arlen & Hatburg's Over the Rainbow,
Stephen Schwarz". "Defying
Gravity" from Wicked, Johann
Strauss. Jr. On the Beautiful
Blue Danube, Andrew Lloyd
Vv'ebber's Phantom of the Opera
Miller's
Selections, Glenn
Moonlight Serenade, Glenn
Miller's In the Mood, James
Honier's Seleztions from Titanic (Including My Heart Will
Go On with Audra Hall), and
Rodgers & Hammerstein's
Highlights from The Sound of
Music.
The evening's fairy-tale
ambience will be complete
wine, beer and dinner options
will be offered. The stage will
be set at the floodwall opena
S.
•

•

•

Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
Cleo Le
& Jonathan King
S.

Meagan Rogers
& Zach Baldwin

I

Tamara Howard
& Joshua Lanier
Megan Jones
& Aaron Storey

•

5-•

Whitney Delk
& Ryan Vonnahme.
Gail Fridy
Sr Phil Gray

•
•

Kathryn Stalls
& Kyle Tracy

Thomas G. Wilson

Audra Hall

ing against the baekdrop of
the scenic Ohio River and Paducah's wall-to-wwall murals.
This open-air benefit concert is aligned with Paducah's
Downtown After Dinner celebration. Audience members are
invited to bring lawn chairs to
listen to the concert. Patrons are
encouraged to prepare a picnic dinner, purchase table seats,
or reserve a Diamond Table
Sponsorship(which include dinner, wine and VIP parking passes). Advance reservations for
premier table seating options are
available in the Sponsorship
Garden and the Family Garden.
The Family Garden is a new
feature of the POPS which will
permit families to enjoy the concert without access to liquor.
Proceeds from Garden tickets
and tables benefit live music
by the Paducah Symphony
ensembles.
The Garden gates open at
5:30 p.m. The annual table

decorating contest judging will
begin at 6 p.m and prizes will
be given for the top three winning tables that most creatively reflect the theme of "An
Enchanted Evening."
The PSO is also giving away
a Ford F150 pick-up truck or
$20,000 cash. The drawing
for the winner of this annual
raffle will ,be around g p.m.
Raffle tickets are available for
$25 per ticket through the PSO
office and must be purchased
in advance of the concert on
or before Friday. The winning ticket holder need not be
present to win.
This event is supported in
part by funding from the Kentucky Arts Council, the City
of Paducah. and members of
the surrounding communities.
For sponsorship opportunities, to order table reservations,
or to register for the Truck
Raffle, contact the Paducah
Symphony Office at (270) 4440065. e-mail ntaylor@paduc-

WICKLIFFE, Ky. — Family-friendly, hands-on activities
and demonstrations will be presented at Wickliffe Mounds
State Historic Site from 9:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday, June
14 dunng the annual Family
Fun Day.
Wickliffe Mounds is the
location of a Native American
village of the Mississippian
culture, dating back to 1100
A.D.
Visitors can take a tour of
the archaeological excavations,

features, museum displays and
historical highlights with museexplore the
um docents,
wildlife and flora on the
Woodswalk Trail; try skills with
Native American tools, blow
guns, spears and atlatls; make
and take home your own creation at the crafts table; play
Native American games; discover the process of aachaeology at the education station;
try grinding corn with stone
grinders for yourself at the
Mississippian foods display.
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"Saturdays in the summertime can be about families
spending time together and
exploring Kentucky's state historic sites, and this event at
Wickliffe Mounds focuses on
activities for the whole family to enjoy," said Carla Hildebrand, park manager. 'We
invite families to take this
opportunity to visit Wickliffe
Mounds and explore the Native
American past of this region
with special activities going on
all day."
General museum admission
price of $5 for adults and $4
for children will give visitors
access to the special events.
Call Wickliffe Mounds for more
information at (270) 335-3681.
The park is in the Wickliffe
community along the Mississippi River in Ballard County,
Ky.

Author Heim, A BUChatIlill of Murray
win have a “Reader Discussion and Auto.
graph Signing" on Sunday from 3 to
p.m. in the annex of the Calloway l'oun•
ty Public Library.
Buchanan's new book is "Iran, the War
that Wasn't...l'et" and community leaders
and all present readers are invited to
attend.

MCCSA holding tryouts

Jo's
Datebeek

MCCSA will hold tryouts for the upcom:
ing year for any children interested in playing on a competitive soccer team. Teams
now are U9, U12 and 13 Boy teams and
U10. U 1 1 and U 1 1 girl teams. Tryouts will
be Saturday at 1 p.m. at the concession stand at Beecreek
Soccer Field and again on June 14 and 21. Each one should
bring water, ball, and all your gear for the tryout. For information call Andrew Gullixson at 227-1518 or e-mail andrewguilixson@peoplepc.com
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

YSA plans promotion

Youth Sports Association for baseball and softball will have
a rebate promotion today from 5 p in to midnight at Nicks.
Customers are asked to put their receipts in the designated box
for the group.

CCHS Class of 1988 plans event
Calloway County High School Class of 1988 will have its
10-year class reunion on Saturday, Aug. 16, from 7 p.m. to
midnight at the Murray Country Club. For more information
contact Jason Pittman at 227-7437.

Downs and Dusenbury
Terry and Carole Downs of Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter. Jennifer Lea
Downs, to Matthew Ray Dusenbury. son of Rhonda Dusenbury
of Cadiz.
Miss Downs is the granddaughter of Roy G. and Cecilia
Dunn of Murray and Johnny and Mae Downs of Farmington,
and the great-granddaughter of John B. and Margaret Cavitt
of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 2007 graduate of Calloway County
High School arid attended Murray State University.
The groom-elect is a 2005 graduate of Trigg County High
School and attended Mid-Continent University, Mayfield.
The wedding will be Thursday, June 19, 2008 at 6 p.m. at
East Cadiz Baptist Church, 407 Third St., Cadiz.
A reception will follow in the church fellowship hall.
All relatives and friends are invited.

•Reading

•••

June: 16, and will continue
each Monday through July 21.
of charge but pre-registration Participants do not have to
is mandatory. No registration attend each program to join
will be taken by phone. All the fun.
forms must be completed and
Scheduled performers are
turned in before a child is reg- Chris Egelston, Magical Enteristered for the program. Reg- tainer; Joel Brantley, Reading
istration forms will be accept- Rocks musical show: The
'ed until the session is full at Mountain Women, award winwhich time Summer Registra- ning storytellers; MadCap Puption will be closed for the pets present 'Once Upon a
duration of Summer Reading Clock" featuring life-sized pup2008.
pets and Campfire Kevin presDue to the large number of ents 'buggy" stones and enterparticipants this year, the library tainment.
will not accept registrations
The last meeting date of
after the afternoon session is Summer Reading features Readfilled.
Mart, a fun-filled store where
Summer Reading is a fun summer readers spend their
program book bucks earned during Sumentertaining
and
designed to encourage and keep mer Reading.
kids reading for fun during the
For more information regardaimmer break from school. This ing the program call the library
is not an instructional r
at 751- 2288.
The program begins Monday,

From Page 6A

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms.
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

'Summer-in-the-Park' Saturday
Red River Breeze Celtic-Instrumental composed of Stephanie
Taylor, Sarah Johnson, Byron Dumas, Steve and Dixie Jones
and David Elder, will perform at "Summer-in-the-Park" at Paris
Landing State Park amphitheater/large shelter area Saturday
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. There is no admission charge.

Carla Owens, Merryman House Outreach Advocate for Calloway and Marshall Counties, will give her third and final
presentation on "Domestic Violence" at the meeting of the
New Beginnings Jail/Prison Support Group at the Westside
Baptist Church on Saturday. A potluck meal will be served at
6:30 p.m. prior to the special program. For more information
or for a ride call Rcn and Linda Wright at 753-0156.

New student registration at Southwest

"New Student Registration" will be 'today until 5 p.m. at
Southwest Calloway Elementary School. This is for any new
student who plans to attend Southwest in the fall and has not
filled out registration papers. For information call 762already
4

Genealogical Society on Friday
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Friday at
10 a.m. in the parking lot of Calloway County Public Library
to carpool to visit Fort Donelson National Park, Dover, Tenn.,
for a history and a documentary video of the fort. Members
should bring a bag lunch. Guests are welcome to attend.

Glory Bound Ministry Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 12! North at Stella. Fealured
groups will be The Messengers and Ethelene Darnell. Items
will be taken for Murray-Calloway County Need Line. For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glaryhoundinotmail.com

Murray Shrine
ing on Ky. 121 North. Doors will open at 5 p.m. with Bingo
starting at 6:30 p.m.

Reformers Unanimous to meet

Delk and Vonnahme

Schroader and Daughaday
Greg and Theresa Schroader of Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Amanda Rose
Schroader, to Davis Brooks Daughaday, son of David and Rita
Daughaday of Murray.
Miss Schroader is the granddaughter of Jimmy and Gail
Gallimore of Murray and the late Billy Joe and Robbie Schroader of Almo.
Mr. Daughaday is the grandson of Ruth Daughaday of Murray and Charles and Lillian Daughaday of Farmington.
The bride-elect is a 2006 graduate of Calloway County
High School and a member of Hardin Baptist Church.
The groom-elect is a 2005 graduate of Murray High School.
He is a member of First Christian Church of Murray and is
erriployad by Mitchell Construction.
The wedding will be Saturday, June 14, 2008, at Stonebrook Vineyaid, Murray.

Alfred and Valerie Delk of Murray announce the engagement of their daughter. Whitney Carol Delk, to Ryan Michael
Vonnahme, son of Richard and Sue Vonnahme of Murray.
Miss Delk is the granddaughter of Porter and Anna Mangrum of Farminiton and Alfred Delk Sr. and the late Hallie
Delk of Mayfield.
Mr. Vonnahme is the grandson of Martha Schubert and the
late Robert Schubert Sr. and the late Mr. and Mrs. R.L. Vonnahme Sr.. all of Louisville.
The bride-elect, a 2003 graduate of Graves County High
School, is a 2007 graduate with a bachelor's degree in nursing from Murray State University. She is employed by Norton's Surburban Hospital. Louisville.
The groom-elect is a 2000 graduate of Murray High School
and is a senior at the University of Louisville School of Dentistry.
The wedding will be Saturday, June 21, 2008. at 6:30 p.m.
at Ocean Reef Resort. Key Largo, Fla.

Cunningham will be at Hazel for book signing
KUTTAWA, Ky. — Paula
Cunningham, cookbook author,
magazine food writer and book
publisher, will be hosted by
The Corner Shoppe in Hazel
on Saturday to sign her new
cookbook, "Another Serving."

Her first published book was
Cunningham will autograph
from noon to 2 p.m. and serve "On Bended Knees. the Night
Rider Story," written by her husrecipes from her book.
The author is owner of band. Kentucky Supreme Court
McClanahan Publishing House, Justice Bill Cunningham.
Cunningham writes a cookInc., a 25-year-old book busiing column for "Kentucky
ness in Lyon County.

Monthly." a magazine sharing
recipes.
For more information call
I-800-544-6959.

dirstomers
& Friends

For over 100 years, our Dawahare family-owned stores have proudly
clothed 4 generations of Kentuckians. In recent times, our group of
stores has been hard hit by intensifying competition and a weakened
economy. Having just filed for Chapter lire-organization
protection, we're making some BIG changes at Dawahares.
Although we are closing a few stores, we still have many thriving stores
all over the Commonwealth that will continue to serve you daily.

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets aeh Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

a new

Rabies clinics will be given

So- you'll find eacn of these stores brimming with

Calloway County Veterinary Medical Association will sponsor rabies clinics at various locations in the city and county
today and Friday. Clinics will be today from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Almo Fire Station and 7 to 8 p.m. at Health Department; Friday from 9 to 11 a.m. at New Concord Church of Christ and
2 to 4 p.m. at Take Me Back Cafe.

with style and savings!

SUPER SUMMER BARGAINS FOR EVERY MEMBER OF YOUR FAMILY.
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Author Buchanan will
hold reader discussion

Summer Reading
Program has
Shrine Club Bingo Friday
p.m. openings
Club Bingo will be Friday at the club buildSandy Lunn, youth services
librarian for the Calloway
County Public Library, has
announced that registration for
the morning session of the
library's annual summer reading program is lull and closed.
A limited number of spaces
are available for the afternoon
session which is held at 1:30
p.m.
Interested persons may come
by the library for a registration form. The program is free
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Owens will be speaker

ti See Page 7A
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ahsymphony.org, or visit our
hox office at 2101 Broadway.
The Paducah Symphony
Orchestra's next perforrnance,
Bugs Bunny on Broadway, will
rake place on Saturday. Sept.
13 at the Luther F Carson
Center.
In the event of inclement
weather, the concert will be relocated to an indoor location.
Please contact the Paducah
Symphony Office for relocation details on Saturday.
The mission of the Paducah Symphony Orchestra(PSO).
which celebrates its 30th
Anniversary this year, is to bring
the enjoyment and rewards of
great music to increasing and
diverse numbers of citizens of
the region.
This regional professional
symphony orchestra, currently
under the direction of Maestro
Jordan Tang, is a cultural
resource for the entire West
Kentucky region. The PSO,
presently the Orchestra-in-Res-.
idence at the Luther F. Carson Four Rivers Center for the
Performing Arts, encompasses
a wide range of ensembles,
including the PSO Professional Orchestra, the Paducah POPS
Orchestra, an auditioned adult
Symphony Chorus, a multicounty Children's Chorus, and
a Music Education Program.
For 30 years, the PSO has
served as the premier musical
organization serving Western
Kentucky and the surrounding
region, expanding its appearances through collaborations
with community partners and
enhancing the area's cultural
reputation. Subscriptions for
the 30th Anniversary go on
sale to the public June I.

Wickliffe Mounds to host Family Fun Day

Cherie Moore
dr Mark Fitch
•

1
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& ENTERTAINMENT
Local author's Playhouse 'Frog and Toad'camp puts
work open for 'community'in 'community theater'
discussion here
Special to the Ledger
When summer finally rolls
around most students and teachers are mote than ready to
kick back, relax and just take
a break from their hectic schedules. Fortunately, that is not
the case for the many volunteers helping with the Playhouse in the Park's summer
theater camp, "A Year with
Frog and Toad."
"It says so mach about our
community", said Holly Bloodworth,camp director. "The staff
is incredible. It amazes me
that all of these talented people with impressive credentials
were willing to give of themselves for these kids. I think
it is just another reminder of
why Murray is a wonderful
place to live. I think it also
speaks well of the Playhouse
in the Park. We have elementary teachers, a drama teacher,
actresses, a music specialist, and
teenagers all involved. "
"It is important to me to
play a positive role in my community" commented Corinne
Wilson, a freshman at Cal-

their butterflies and of course
they have fun acting, singing
and dancing"
Eighth grade student Hannah Rileysaid. "I have gained
a lot of confidence. and I am
not as nervous as I used to
be."
Confidence is not the only
thing volunteers and performers can gain from theater. 1-'or
the Ortners, Community Theater is a family affair. The
kids, Anessa, Josh arid Max
Ortner have performed in shows
and worked on the crew.
Donna Ortner has helped
with various shows and is volunteering with the camp. "My
family has so much fun at
Playhouse in the Park, and it
is a great way for all of us
to bond."
"I'm very passionate
about getting children involved
in theater, said Jessica Norwood.
Norwood is a graduate of Marshall County and has studied
acting in Los Angeles. "In
this day and age adults are
required to use communication
skills in many different situa-

loway High, and member of
Playhouse's Youth theater group
Box of Frogs. "It is also so
rewarding for me to see how
happy the kids look at the end
of the day."
"I like the privilege of
working with the kids'. said
Josh Ortrier, an eighth grade
student at Murray Middle. "I
think I learn as much from
them as they learn from me."
Since many of the youth
volunteers are former campers
and Box of Frog members,
they know first hand the benefits reaped.
Logan English is no exception. "Aside from learning
theater skills, the kids also
learn people skills. They must
cooperate with each other in
order to produce a good show."
Music teacher and actor
Jimmy Simmons is no stranger
to the benefits of theater. He
has been involved in several
Playhouse shows and is now
helping children get the same
rewarding experiences he has
had. -This camp is a great
chance for children to get over

tions. I think it is a good
idea for them to be involved.
in the theater and learn publie speaking skills."
Kids are plentiful at
house in the Park and it if.,
amazing that our community hart:.;
so much talent to offer. Teacher:
Michelle Handegan deals wkly.;
kith everyday, hut she lover:
to watch them come alive performing. "The classroom ire:
so structured they can't fully::
express themselves, but theater
gives them a creative outlet.'
This year's camp. "Frot
and Toad" will culminate in
performances Friday through
Tuesday
The camp could not be possible without all the volunteers
that help. There are so many
people with unique talents that
It just goes to
contribute.
show that here truly is something for everyone in the theater. Information about shows
or volunteer opportunities is available at playhouseintheih
ark.net.

By ERIC WALKER
Editor
Local author Henry Buchanan concludes his trilogy of fiction that hinges on current events such as the Iraq War and
the administration of George W. Bush with "Next: Iran and the
War That Wasn't ...Yet."
The book deals with the final stages of fictional U.S. leader Tom Walker, Jr., and the war
against terrorism in the Middle East. plus the
possible continuation of the war against another adversary, such as Iran.
"What I set out to do was show the coralnuity of the
War,
Gulf
Afghanistan,
Iraq and that
Iran is next,"
Buclionen
Buchanan said
nt a recent interview. "This
forms the trilogy."
His previous related works
were "The Devil and Tom
Walker," which dealt with the
presidency of Tom Walker
Jr.'s father and similarities to
the Gulf War under George
Bush's presidency, and "Terror! Terror!" regarding 9/1 1
and the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan.
Murray's Playhouse in the Park ing 90 'seconds and come prepared to appeared we would not be granted the
Returning are familiar charannounces auditions for the fourth main learn some dance choreography.
rights, the national tour finally cleared
acters in the previous two
stage show of the 2008 season, -Chica"Chicago" will be directed Ross Bolen our request. We were excited to pursue
books, including Prof. Jay Jay
go" by John Kander and Fred Ebb. with with musical direction by Stephen Keene.
McDougald, Deacon Harold
this show in the first place, so we're.
Lodger IL Times Photo additional material by Bob Fosse.
Abernathy, mail carrier Otis
While originally an the schedule for
Ledbetter, Missus Bulwinkle and Baptist preacher Bro. Hawkins
Auditions will be held June 10 and April, a Playhouse production of 'Chica- ecstatic to be know that we can proceed.":
all in the fictional town of Scansville, Ky.
July 1 from 6-9 p.m. at Playhouse in the go" had to be delayed and nearly can-Chicago" is still one of Broadway'i
The books convey Buchanan's political views through char- Park. Roles are available for nine men celed. 'A national tour of Chicago made most popular and thrilling smash hits.
acters such as the Professor and Deacon. The opposing sides and 10 women, ages 18 and up. Interest- the royalty rights to the show very restnct"Chicago" will run for over three weekare in the guises of Ledbetter and Bulwinkle. while he said ed performers are asked to prepare a ed,' according to Bolen. 'We played a
Bre. Hawkins straddles both sides.
vocal selection and acting monologue total- waiting game for a while, then when it ends Aug. 29 - Sept. 14.
A theologian and formes f ,astor himself, Buchanan said his
religious background played a role in the denominational selection of Bro. Hawkins.
"I made him a Baptist preacher because I'm a Baptist. so
I didn't dare touch anyone else," he said laughing.
But more seriously, along with the idea of the book presenting a series of potential "next" enemies for the U.S. that
range from Iran to North Kona to China to Russia to India
to Pakistan, is the idea that diplomacy has often been left out
of the ecituigon in distjing with foreign relations in recent years
and weevil them AM tkéaching of Christianity.
"I don't consider myself a fundamentalist or a Bible-thumper."
Call today to find out more about a competitive
Buchanan said, "but I do take Jesus rather literally, particularalternative to other savings plans - a fixed annuity from
ly what he talked about how to get along with others.
Woodmen of the World
-That underwrites the political situation that has evolved
•Competitive interest rates
into war in the Middle East."
'Earnings compound tax deferred
He also explained that the book touches on recent events,
*No taxes until vinthdrawal
such as natural disasters in Asia and Hurricane Katrina closer
to home, where the administration's appearance hasn't mirrored
rate' interest rates for June is 4.4%
The
one too willing to extend a hand of help to others in need.
vanes mond* hi is guaranteed to never be less than Po.
site
This
• Buchanan is holding a panel discussion Sunday at the Calingite zbout brit-in rates tog 1-5 years
loway County Public Library /annex from 3-5 p.m., which is
open to the public.
Barry kevreorriti
Photo provided
Mole Crouse
These on the panel include retired Murray State University
Field Representative Field Representative
'SHADOW OF A MEMORY': Stacey Reason of the Murray Art
professor Arvin Crafton, local businessman Joe Nanney, Bnan
270-753-3422
270-753-4741
with the installaHoskins, Stephanie Leal), and clerry members Tom Martin, a Guild. right, assists local artist Heather Duffy
baralornelfsoodatan.cora
aliaouselhicallaun.com
"Shadow
exhibit
Duffy's
exhibition.
drawing
current
het
of
tion
minBaptist
retired
minister from the Cadiz Christian Church,
ister Hal Shipley, and Marshall County Methodist minister Joe of a Memory" consists of recent art works based on her expeThorne.
\VOODM EN
riences of caring for her grandmother. The public is invited to
Buchanan has held discussions on his other books, includ- an opening reception for the exhibition Sunday at 1 p.m. The
(16rWORLD ,
ing one last year for his work "Conversations with God." He
woodmen of the Wond Lk Insurance Society
exhibit will be open during regular Guild hours (Tuesday,
said this panel reflects various attitudes on the situation in the
Horne OtSce Omaha. Netr-aska
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday 10 a.m. - 3p .m., Thursday
woo.woOdmen Org
Middle East.
noon-3 p.m.) through June 26. The Guild is a non-profit com10
has
he
said
Buchanan
While the book will be discussed,
questions he hopes to pose to the panel and audience as well. munity based organization open to the public.
-The 10th one I want to get in is what is the church's role
(in the Middle East and with the war)? Dc we allow ourselves
to be dragged into a 21st century crusade or can we recover
the essence of Christianity and remake our world in the image
inf Christ?
• "I want questions and oppositional viewpoints," Buchanan
said. "I hope they will be civil."

Playhouse announces auditions for 'Chicago'
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Coming Full Circle

MIKE KULLEN / AP FILE
Larry Bird. left, is challenged by Los Angeles
Lakers Swen Nater during the first game of
the NBA basketball championship playoff
series in Boston. The Celtics and the Lakers,
who have combined to win 30 of 61 championships, are squanng off in the finals for the
11th time and first since 1987.

Juct ike
Old Times
LAKERS, CELTICS READY
TO RENEW RIVALRY

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
Newly named Murray High School boys' basketball coach Ron Greene, left, is introduced by school superintendent Bob Rogers Wednesday
By TOM WITHERS
at an impromptu press conference at the school Wednesday afternoon.
AP Sports Wnter
BOSTON (API — Nearing Super Bowl-like
proportions, the buildup has included black-andwhite footage from the 1960s — images of Red
Auerbach puffing a victory cigar. Bill Russell
swatting away a shot and Jerry West rising tor a By TOMMY otLu...4
Sports Writer
Jumper.
Ron Greene has accepted the only basketball
We've revisited the 1980s, taken back to those
head coaching position in Calloway County he
days of Ronald Reagan. bad haircuts and short
hasn't held.
shorts by Magic Johnson and Larry Bird, the icons
After seven years roaming the sidelines at
whose meetings on the coon defined an era and
Murray State and eight years at Calloway County,
resurrected a league.
Memories of hard fouls, big shots. Jack Greene has come out of retirement to take the
open position at Murray High School, superinNicholson's shades and chants of "Beat L.A."
All of it has led up to the rebirth of a rivalry. tendent Bob Rogers announced at a press conferTHE rivalry. Boston vs. Los Angeles. Celtics vs. ence Wednesday.
Greene will become the 10th head coach at
Lakers.
Murray since the 1930s. replacing David Fields,
"I've watched more Lakers-Boston games over
who resigned after being named the school's aththe last three day. on TV." Celtics coach Doc
Rivers said. "It's been great. It's been fun to letic director in May.
"We wanted to try to get the best coach we
watch.could have," Rogers said. "We feel like our stu. It's time to watch again.
Like long, lost fraternity brothers who left dents deserve that. So we got the best one around
in Ron Greene.school, drifted apart and barely kept in touch, the
After one year as head coach at Mississippi
Celtics and Lakers are getting back together in a
State, Greene left the Bulldog pmgram to return to
place they both know so well — the NBA finals.
Murray State, his alma mater, in 1978. After seven
"I feel like a little kid," said Celtics forward
seasons with the Racers and four seasons at
Paul Pierce. who grew up in L.A. and used to
Indiana State. Greene left college coaching.
sr•ak into the Laker.' home arena. "Now I underHe returned to Murray for a second time in
stand that, hey. I'm going to be a part of history.
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
1992 to take over as head coach at Calloway
Ron Greene, left, shares a laugh with Stewart Alexander (micichei and Donnie Winchester pnor
This is something I grew up watching. the Laker- County,
where he remained until 1999.
to Greene being introuduced as the school's new boys' basketball coach Wednesday at
(
-titles rivalries.Now, almost 10 years later, he's back
. Following a 2I-year separation. pro basket"1 know Linde bit about Murray pride," said Murray High School.
ball's pillars of power will revive their rivalry Greene. whose four kids attended
Murray schools. Mississippi State, where he guided the Bulldogs
Ron Greene's Coaching Career
Thursday night in Boston for Game 1 of a best-of- "I just think their interest for their students
and to an 18-9 record in his first and only season.
.4ven senes drenched in nostalgia and stuffed with
their welfare came across pretty loud and clear to Despite being named SEC Coach of the Year and
hdops history.
being granted a significant raise. Greene left
..The famed franchises, who have combined to
Greene said he had recently sought a !lead Starkville to return to Murray.
win 30 of 61 championships. are squaring off in coaching job with an NBA Developmental League
After going 4-22 in his first season, he engithe finals for the I 1 th time and first since 1987. squad, a deal that fell through at the eleventh hour.
neered the biggest turnaround in NCAA history
These finals figure to deliver a needed jolt of
Still, he hadn't been looking for a high school and went 23-8 in his second year. winning an
excitement to the league. which began the 2007-08 job. But when Rogers called Monday, the offer
OVC championship.
season entangled in a gahibling probe involving
was intriguing. So much so that Greene took
"1 think probably at first(fans) were wondering
one of its referees and whose signature event has Tuesday to think about it before calling Rogers
what was going on." Greene recalled of his first
,strained to recapture the sporting spotlight since
Wednesday morning and accepting.
season."Once we had that first recruiting year, we
t* '80s. when Celtics vs. Lakers. Bird vs. Magic
The deal was finalized around 12:30 were able to bring in some junior college players
wis a nte of spring.
Wednesday.
and some freshmen and turn it around and go to
Television ratings are expected to iump dramat"It happened quick." Greene said. "1 talked to the NIT. I think they were pretty pleases; with that.
ically thanks to a finals loaded with juicy story- (wife)Eileen to see what she liked She said she'd It was a good feeling obviously. It was a lot of
lines: Kobe Bryant's run toward a fourth champi- like to do it if I wanted to do it. It's a great com- work."
(taAip ring — and first without Shaquille O'Neal: munity, great spot."
He won two more OVC titles during his tenure
Bciston's Big Three of Paul Pierce. Kevin Garnett
Greene inherits a team that graduated three of and helped Murray State to the National
and Ray Allen shooting for their first ones. and
its five starters after going 19-8 and winning a Invitational Tournament three times. He resigned
Laker. coach Phil Jackson trying to win his record
game at the All 'A' State Tournament last season. in 1985 and returned to his hometown to coach
10th title, one more than Auerbach. the Celtics' The Tigers do have four returnees who saw signif- Indiana State.
icant playing lime last season in guards Cole Hurt
late legend whose presence hovers over the team
After four years in Terre Haute, he resigned
and Blake Darnall and forwards Aaron Jones and and took a year off before taking a job with the
lite smoke from one of his stogies.
Kwarne Duffy.
"I think this is a great thing not just for the
Nashville Stars of the World Basketball League.
None of Murray's returning players were pres- The Stars folded after a season and Greene came
Ron Greene coaching Bnan Stewart
NSA. but just for sports in general," Lakers guard
when Greene was head coach at
Derek Fisher said. "I think it's a great thing when ent at the press conference. The team, along with back to Murray to take the Laker job.
the hest gets a chance to compete against the best, Fields, left Wednesday morning for a camp at
Murray State University.
He went 112-96 over eight seasons at
Bethel College in McKenzie. Tenn.
and whoever comes out on top, they earned it. I
t'alloway. His first season was his worst at a 2-23
1965-66 Loyola U -New Orleans iasst
Greene said he hadn't spoken with the team yet mark. The 1994-95 season was his best as he guidthink both teams should be proud to be here."
1W69 Loyola U New Orleans
ano-rr University ot New Orleans
: A year ago. it would have been impossible to and wouldn't do so until Tuesday. The Tigers ed the Lakers to a 23-6 record.
1977-78 klessissippi Stale .
He retired from Calloway in 1999. Now, he
iniagine these hardwood Goliath% in the playoffs. return from camp on Sunday and Greene's daugh1978-65 laurraf State
ter is due to have her third baby Monday morning. returns to coach the Lakers' rival.
196.5-89 Indiana Stale
ruiver mind clashing for a title.
1991
Nashville Stars IWBL
A native of Terre Haute, Ind., Greene lettered
-That's an interesting scenario," Greene said.
The Celtics won 24 games last season, and all
1992-99 Calloway County Flegh School
the mystique and charm that makes them special as a forward for the Racers from 1960-62 and "It's been a while since I left Calloway. I'm very
2007
Kentucky Retros Agar
Murray High Sch..)ol
2008
had seeniingly vanished. Last year. Boston's began his coaching career in 1965 at Loyola good friends with coach Birdsong and Bruce
University in New Orleans.
Lane. that's not going to change. It's Just a matter
immediate future looked bleak after the club failed
'The Retros'Med before playing a game
From there, he went to the University of New of each one trying to coach his team."
to: win the NBA lottery, a devastating blow for a
Orleans. where he helped the program move from
More recently. Greene was named the head
team in full rebuild mode.
played a game before moving to Louisville, then
Division II to Division I in 1975.
coach of the revived Kentucky Retros. the ABA
In 1977, Greene was named head coach at squad that came to Murray in 2007 hut never folding.
•See NBA.29
At Murray, he'll teach half-time along with his

TIGERS' NEW LOOK HAS A SHADE OF GREENE
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD

Joey Votto had the hit that
gave Edinson Volquez the little
room he needed.
Votto's two-out RBI double
in the seventh inning broke up
Bren Myers' no-hit bid, and
Volquez allowed two hits over
seven innings as the Cincinnati
Reds beat the Philadelphia
Phi'lies 2-0 on Wednesday night.
"A shutout against this club in
this ballpark is almost impossible,- Reds manager Dusty Baker
said. "Volquez was awesome."
Again.
The 24-year-old Volquez 182) struck out eight, walked two
and hit two batters as he lowered
his major league-leading ERA to
1.32,
"I can't say enough about
him,- Von° said. "He was great.
He took care of us."
In other NL games on
Wednesday, it was: San Diego 2.
Chicago 1, Pittsburgh 5.
Houston 2; Milwaukee 10,
Arizona 1; Florida 6, Atlanta 4;
Colorado 2, Los Angeles I; and
New York 5, San Francisco 3. St.
Louis. at Washington was postponed by rain.
Ken Gnffey Jr., who has 599
career homers. wasn't in the
Reds' lineup for the third consecutive -game because of general
soreness. For the second straight
game, he walked as a pinch hitter
-in the eighth and pitcher
Bronson Arroyo ran for him
Bill Bray got two outs in the
eighth and Francisco Corder()
got the last four to complete visiting Cincinnati's two-hitter and
earn his 12th save.
Acquired from Texas in the
trade for Josh Hamilton, Volquez
hasn't allowed more than two
earned runs in any of his 12
starts.
"The biggest thing is more
confidence,- Volquez said.
Myers (3-7) retired the first
13 batters before walking Adam
Dunn with one out in the fifth.
He gave up one run, one hit and
walked a season-high six in 7 I3 innings, striking out eight.
Myers walked Brandon
Phillips with one out in the seventh and he stole second. After
Dunn flied to left. Votto ripped a
hanging 0-2 pitch to left-center
to put the Reds ahead 1-0.

The Calloway County High School boys and girls varsity tennis teams recently held their
annual awards banquet at Murray State University. Laker players receiving awards
included (back row, from left) Chris Conner (Academic and Senior Player Awards),
Chantry Carroll (Academic Award), Logan Wallace (Singles and Most Improved Player),
Jake Darnell (110% Player Award), Will Blackford (Academic, Doub:es and Leadership
Player Awards), Seth Fortenbery (Academic Award) and Matt McReynolds (Doubles
Player and Benson KY Mile Awards). Lady Laker players (front row, from left) Clara
Franklin (Leadership Award), Megan Parks (Academic, Singles and 110% Player
Awards), Teela Etheridge (Academic and Doubles Player Awards), Hannalore Clause
(Academic and Most Improved Player Awards), Lauren Harlan (Academic and Senior
Player Awards) and Thcia Taylor (Academic Award). Not pictured is Blake McReynolds
(Academic Award).

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pet GO
W
—
35 26 574
Philadelphia
552 1 112
26
32
Floncla
31 29 517 31/2
Atlanta
30 28 517 3 1/2
New York
10
24 35 407
Washington
Conine Division
L Pc! (18
W
—
38 22 633
Chicago
3
35 25 583
St LOWS
6
32 28 533
Milwaukee
7
517
29
31
Houston
9
29 31 483
Cincinnati
28 31 475 9 12
Pittsburgh
West Division
L Pet GB
W
—
32 28.533
Arizona
475 31/2
31
28
Los Angeles
7
25 35 417
San Francisco
24 37 393 8 1/2
San Diego
10
367
38
22
Colorado

American League Standings
Aut Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
-37 25 597
Bosior.
35 24 593 1.2
Tampa Bay
32 29 525 4 1.2
To-onto
29 30 492 6 1 2
New 'fork
7
28 30 483
Baltimore
C.entral Division
L Pct GB
W
—
32 26 552
Chicago
31 28.525 1 1,2
Minnesota
12
5
458
32
27
Cleveland
24 35 407 8 1.2
Detron
23 36 390 9 1.2
Kansas City
West Division
L Pct GB
W
—
37 24 607
Los Angeles
33 27 550 3 1.2
Oakland
7
30 31 492
Texas
21 39 35015 12
Seattle

Wednesday's Gaines
Oakland 10 Detroit 2
L A Angels 5. Seattle 4
Boston 5. Tampa Bay 1
N Y. Yanivaes 5, Toronto 1
Cleveland 15, Texas 9
Minnesota 7, Baltimore 5
Chicago Mute Sox 6 Kansas City 4
15 innings
Thursday's Games
Toronto (McGowan 4-4) at N
Yankees (Wang 6-2), 1205. pm
Baltimore (Olson 4-1) at Minnesota
(Baker 2-0). 12 10 p m.
Tampa Bay (Shields 4-3) at Boston
(Lester 3-3). 505 p.m
Cleveland (Sabathia 3-7)at Texas
(Millwood 3-3), 7.05 pm
Kansas City (Meche 3-7) at Chicago
White Sox (Contreras 5-3), 711 P.m
Friday's Games
Seattle (F Hernandez 3-5) at Boston
(Colon 3-0), 6 05 p.m
Cleveland (Byrd 2-5) at Detroit
;Vrr:ar...1c: 2 8;. 505
Kansas City (Davies 1-0) at NY
Yankees (Rasner 3-2), 6 05 p m
Baltimore (Buttes 4-5) at Toronto
(Marcum 5-3). 607 p.m
Tampa Bay (Kazmor 5-11 at Texas
(Padilla 7-2). 7'05 p m
Minnesota (Blackburn 4-3) at Chicago
White Sox (Vazquez 5-4). 711 pm
L A Angels (Lackey 1-11 at Oakland
(Blanton 3-7) 905 p m

Wednesciay's Games
Ronda 6. Atlanta 4
M4VvaUkee 10, Arizona 1
Colorado 2. LA Dodgers 1
NY Mats 5, San Francisco 3
Pittsburgh 5, Houston 2
Cincinnati 2, Philadelphia 0
St Louis at Washington, ppd. rain
San Diego 2, Chicago Cubs 1
Thursday's Games
Cincinnati (Bailey 0-0) at Philadelphia
(Hamels 5-4). 12 05 pm
St Louis (Wellerneyer 6-11 at
Washington (Lannon 4-5). 12 10 p m ,
151 game
Houston (Backe 4-61 at Pittsburgh
(Maholm 3-5), 6-05.p m
Si Louis (Pansi 0-21 at Washington
(Redding 6-31. 6 10 p m 2nd game
Florida (Nolasco 5-3; at Atlanta
(Jurnens 5-3). 6 10 p m
NY Mets (Pelfrey 2-6) at San Diego
(Ranks 2-01 9 05 o
Chicago Cubs (Dempster 7-2) at L A
Dodgers (Billingsley 4-61 9 10 p m
Friday's Games
Arizona (Webb 10-21 at Pittsburgh
(SneH 2-5), 6 05 p m
Cincinnati (Cueto 4-5) at Florida (Miller
4-41,6 10 p.m
Philadelphia (Moyer 6-3) at Atlanta
(T Hudson 7-4). 6:35 pm
San Francisco (Lincecum 7.1) at
Washington (Bergmann 1-2). Fib pm
St Louis (Looper 7-4) at Houston
(Moehler 2-2) 705 p m
Milwaukee (Sheets 6-1) at Colorado
(Jimenez 1-6). 8:05 p.m
N Y Mets(JSantana 7-3) at San Diego
(Wolf 3-4), 905 p rr
Chicago Cubs (Gallagher 3-1) at L A
Dodgers ;Kuroda 2-51 9 40 p m

The Big Three at
Torrey Pines
The Murray Wildcats claimed first place in the YSA's Bronco Division )12U). Pictured are
(back row,from left) coach Shane Paschall, Koby Sphnger, Grant McDonald, John David
Benton, Alex Wilson, Steven Treadaway, Chase Johnson, Adam Castro, Jacob Oakley,
Mitchell Handegan and coach Mike Handegan; (front row, from left) Dakota Futch, Tyler
Paschall. Hunter Armstrong, John Ryne Winchester and Seth Anderson. Not pictured is
coach Steve Sphnger.

NBA
of the playoffs last season, a frustrated
From Page 1B
the team's front office to
But the green-and-white began its Bryant challenged
rebound on draft night last June. when gen- upgrade the roster.
By summer, he was demanding a trade
eral manager Danny Ainge traded first for
time enhancing his reputaAllen and later managed to land Garnett, a while at the same
arrogant, egomaniacal playsuperstar stuck in Minnesota, and a player. tion as a selfish,
just wanted to win -as it turns out, who almost became a Laker. er. In truth. Bryant
to be on a team that
want
didn't
and
-badly
last
"We gave a great chase to Garnett
drive.
year.- Jackson said Wednesday before his didn't share his
However, in his 12th seasoii. Bryant has
team practiced. "We put a lot of pressure on
on and off the floor. He has led by
matured
had
we
like
felt
and
franchise
the Minnesota
mentoring the Lakers' youngei
example,
the inside track on that, and that we could
his first MVP award, an
end up missing out on that opportunity and players and winning
deserved in the past but
still be here in this challenge, the finals, is honor he probably
never received in part because of his perreally kind of a great story in itself."
nd image.
For the Lakers, though, nothing trumps ceived me-first, team-seco
"He's the captain of this team, and we
what Bryant has done to get the franchise
Lamar Odom said. "Kobe
within four wins of a 15th championship. follow his lead.the gym. the last one to
in
one
first
the
is
round
first
the
After the club was bounced in

leave. He's the first one in the weight room,
the last one to leave. If we have a 10 o'clock
practice. Kobe is there at 8:45 preparing to
be the best.
"And some of that has rubbed off on me
and my teammates, and that's the only reason why I'm sitting here talking today."
Bryant understands the importance of the
league's fiercest rivalry and what it means to
uphold the Lakers' legacy of greatness.
"It's such a rich tradition,- he said. "I
think when you look up at the jerseys that
hang in the rafters at Staples Center, and
with the Celtics, as well, they're not only
great Lakers players, but they're some of the
greatest to ever-play. So that's a great deal to
live up to."
And this series, with its link to games of
yesteryear, is no different.

By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
Tiger Woods and Phil
Mickelson will play together the
first two rounds of the U.S.
Open, a decision by the USGA
to create equal footing for the
highest-ranked players, but one
that could turn Torrey Pines into
one big traffic jam.
Woods and Mickelson, Nos.
I and 2 in the world, will be
joined by No. 3 Adam Scott.
The USGA will release the
pairings Thursday.
Mike Davis, the senior director of rules and competition for
the USGA, said the top 12 players will be grouped together and
spread over the four various
time slots — starting on the first
tee or 10th tee in the morning,
and first tee or iOth tee in the
afternoon.
The biggest stars usually are
dispersed among the morning
and afternoon times, largely at
the behest of television. Davis
said the USGA has been thinking about a major change over
the past few months and decided

to give it a try.
"Why not put them in the
same wave?" Davis said in a
telephone interview from San
Diego. "The heck with what TV
wants. Let's do what we want
for the championship.TODAY'S LINEUP SPOOSINO0 BY:

Terry Butler
.ere +ergo,
save °Avow hails Avarice
z.wact.f. toacro,
608 Main Si • 753-5842 •

W,radio
GOLF
2:30 p.m.
TGC — PGA Tour, St Jude
Championship, first round at Memphis.
Tenn
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
1 p.m.
Draft al Deana° Fla
ESPN2
MAJOR LEAGUE LACROSSE
8:30 p.m.
ESPN2 -- Philadelphia at Long Island
NBA BASKETBALL
8 p.m.
ABC — Playoffs finals game I teams
TBA
2 s.m.
ESPN — Playoffs finals, game 1
teams TBA (delayed tape)
SOCCER
6:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — MLS. CD Chivas USA at
New York

Montana Tractors.
The quality tractor you deserve at the price you want.

1

Jump into June. Take a ride and bring home a Montana today.

• Customer rebates of up
to $1,500
808 Chestnuf'Street • 761-3737

* Additional customer
rebates of $500 for a total
of $2,000 on select models
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Murray, KY 42071
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lookloollack
10 years ago
They are pictured with their tenWhitney Coleman, senior at nis coach. Lanette Hunt
Pickens
Titsworth
Calloway County High School
Ruth
and daughter of Mac and Lynda daughter of Dr. and Mrs A.H
Coleman, was named for the Titsworth of Murray, has gradGood Citizen of the Year Award uated from the Uruversity of Kenby the Captain Wendell Oury tucky School of Pharmacy and
Chapter of the Daughters of the is now employed at Begley Drug
Amencan Revolution. She was Co., Murray
40 years ago
honored by the chapter at the
DT. James Edward Howard
50th anniversary meeting held
at the Calloway County Public of Mayfield is the newest member of the Murray State UniLibrary.
Chase Futrell, II, displayed versity Board of Regents.
Published as a picture of Mrs.
his ball handling skills on -The
Late Show- with David Letter- M.C. Ellis and Mrs. James C.
man on CBS Television on June Ellis pinning the bars of sec3. He is the son of Tommy and ond lieutenant of the United
States Army on James Ellis,
Ten Futrell of Murray.
Births reported include a girl their son and husband respecto Melissa and Chnstopher Dodd tively, as M.C. Ellis, his father,
and a boy to Helena and James stands by. He was designated a
"Distinguished Military GraduGarvin, May 30.
ate" of Murray State Universi20 years ago
Published is a picture of Dr. ty, according to Col Eff W.
Lanette Thurman, newly appoint- Birdsong Jr., professor of milied commissioner of Kentucky tary science at MSU.
50 years ago
Division of Arts, at the ribbon
Calloway County will receive
cutting for the 1988 Jackson
Purchase Arts & Crafts Festival almost $4,000 from the Tenat Kenlake State Park, spon- nessee Valley Authority for paysored by the Murray-Calloway ments :n lieu of taxes.
Delegates from Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce
for the Arts Committee. The County to 4-H Week in Lexphoto was by Staff Photogra- ington are Sandra Bedwell, Janet
Like, Lillie Mae Harrison, Donna
pher Donna Newcom.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Clark were Ruth Grogan, Lorna Ross. Bill
Young, Ronald McCage, Joe
married for 50 years June 4.
Mary Fuhrmann is currently Green. Larry Dunn, June Foy,
exhibiting her paintings and Randy Patterson and Wayne
drawings at the Olive Street Mathis.
60 years ago
Gallery.
Prof. Franklin Yancey, dean
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Emily of men at Murray State ColWilson Wolfson working on one lege, has resigned to accept the
of her craft works to be exhib- position of dean of Georgetown
ited at the Murray Art Guild College, Georgetown, Ky.
Radio Center Homemakers
during the month of June
Robyn Burke and Candy Jack- Club was organized at the home
son of Murray Hiah School Were of Mrs. Hollis Roberts. Officers
winners of the Kentucky High elected were Mrs. Leon Collie,
School Girls Doubles Tennis president; Mrs. Cletus Dodd,
Championship played at the Uni- vice president; and Mrs. T.C. Colversity of Kentucky, Lexington. lie. secretary-treasurer

COMICS / FEATURES
Teens' visit to grandparents
comes under their protest
DEAR ABBY: Our parents
make my sister and me go
with them to visit our grandparents one Saturday a month.
They live two hours away We
don't like having to waste our
Saturday this way. My sister
and I are 15
and lb, and
old
we're
to
enough
stay home
alone. When
we are there,
all we do is
there
sit
bored while
our parents
and grandparents talk.
0 u r
By Abigail
grandparVan Buren
ents show
no interest in us, even though
they tell our parents how much
they "love" seeing us. Our parents say our grandparents are
not in good health and may
not be around much longer,
so one Saturday a month isn't
too much to ask.
The other day Mom overheard us in our room talking
about how much we hate having to go over there, and she
was furious. She said we were
selfish and care about no one
but ouraelves, and she had better not hear that kind of talk
again. Please tell us what you
think. -- BORED TO DEATH
IN SAN FRANCISCO

EAV EtIL LJI1E_

Try sugar-free drops
for dry mouth

One way to bridge the generation gap would be for you
and your sister to show some
interest in THEM. Prepare a
list of questions to ask them
before you go to visit. You
might be pleasantly surprised
to find their answers a fascinating window on the past,
and give you an insight about
how your parents were raised.
Please consider what I have
said. It will make visiting your
grandparents less of an ordeal
-- and you might even learn
something of value.

Dear Abby

TO
BORED
DEAR
DEATH:Sometimes when people grow older, they lose the
knack of communicating with
younger people. While visiting your grandparents may
seem like a pain in the neck
now, when you're older you
may be glad that you did.

NINO

DEAR ABBY: My longstanding boyfriend,'Peter." and
I plan to be married next year.
Peter's parents divorced long
ago because his father was
abusive. Peter told me about
a specific incident in which
his father pushed him down
the basement stairs.
Because of a recent spiritual awakening, Peter decided
to forgive his dad, but the
man rejected a face-to-face reconciliation with his son. Of
course, this has hurt Peter
deeply, and it hurts me to see
him go through it.
I had always thought that
married couples should share
the ;same last name. But I feel
uncomfortable taking Peter's
name, knowing that it was given
to him by a man who abused
him and no longer wants him
as a son.
A logical solution would be
for us to take his maternal
grandfather's last name because
he and Peter are extremely
could never
‘10SC.
ask Peter to give up his last
name. Should 1 alone take his
grandfather's name? I realize
this problem may not seem
important. but it carries a lot
of weight with me. -INNAMEJANE
GAINESVILLE, FLA.
DEAR JANE: While you
could never "ask" Peter to give
up his last name, you should
certainly talk to him about
your feelings. If he has no
objection, you could use his
maternal grandfather's name.
You could also, as many women
do today, continue to use your
maiden name.
Or, you two lovebirds could
choose a name you both like
and adopt it together. After
all, to quote William Shakespeare, "What's in a name?
That which we call a rose by
any other name would smell
as sweet."

NO

MagaMIMI
By The Amax:laird Press
Today is Thursday. June 5. the
157th day of 2008. There are 209
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 5, 1968, Sen. Robert
F. Kennedy was assassinated in
Los Angeles' Ambassador Hotel
after claiming victory in California's Ikmocratic presidential primary. Gunman Sirhan Bishara
Sirhan waa immediately arrested.
On this date:
In 1884, Civil War hero Gen.
William T. Sherman refused the
Republican presidential nomination. saying. "1 will not accept if
nominated and will not serve if
elected"
In 1917, about 10 million American men began registering for
the draft in World War I.
In 1933, the United States went
off the gold standard.
In 1940, during the World War
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11 Battle of France. Germany Twiny died in Springfield. Mo.,
attacked French forces along the at age 59.
In 2004, Ronald Wilson ReaSomme line.
In 1947, Secretary of State gan, the 40th president of the
George C. Marshall gave a speech United States, died in Los Angeat Harvard University in which les at age 93 after a long strughe outlined an aid program for gle with Alzheimer's disease.
Ten years ago: A strike at a
Europe that came to be known
General Motors parts factory near
as -The Marshall Plan."
In 1967, war erupted in the Detroit closed five assembly plants
Mideast as Israel raided military and idled workers nationwide; the
aircraft parked on the ground in walkout lasted seven weeks. VolkEgypt; Syria Jordan and Iraq swagen AG won approval to buy
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars for $700
entered the conflict.
In 1976. 14 people were killed million. (However. BMW later goi
when the Teton Dam in Idaho to purchase the Rolls-Royce brand
name and logo.)
burst.
Five years ago: Speaking to
In 1981, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention report- Amencan soldiers in Qatar, Presed that five homosexuals in Los ident Bush argued the U.S.-led
Angeles had come down with a invasion of Iraq was justified and
rare kind of pneumonia; they were pledged that "we'll reveal the truth"
the first recognized cases of what on Saddam Hussein's weapons of
mass destruction.
later became known as AIDS.
In 1993. country star Conway
era

CO WM:11Z)
YOV WINK'

•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.corn or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles. CA 90069.

DEAR DR. GUIT: I recently read your letter about the
reader who uses a Tic Tar for
nighttime dry mouth I use Hails
Sugar Free cough drops because
I am diabetic. Please put this
tip tnt your column for others
to use
DEAR
READER:
Several people wrote to
me regarding
mouth
dry
their
and
solutions for
issue
the
One indicated she spoke
with her denBy
tal hygienist
Dr. Peter Gott regarding the
sugar content. The reader then
wrote to the manufacturer and
recommended they make a sugarfree version. She received a polite
note thanking her for her letter
and a coupon for a free package of Tic Tacs (which wasn't
what she was looking for), but
in the meantime found sugarfree Altoids work even better.
The only problem is that they
dissolve more rapidly than Tic
Tacs. Now I have three recommendations to share with readers. Thank you for writing.
DEAR DR. GOTT: You
wrote a few weeks ago about
using Castiva as medication for
arthritis pain. My 94-year-old
friend thinks it should be taken
by mouth. Please provide an
explanation for use.
She currently gets a cortisone shot in her hip as often
as she is allowed to, but the
pain returns before she quali-

Dr. Gott

fies for another shot
What l:Teallls or oinunems
without side effects do you *commend that can be used 'topically for bursitis. arthritis and
inoperable pain?
My friend lives alone, eats
heartily and is up to date on
current affairs. Thank you for
your input.
DEAR READER: To begin
with. Castiva is a topical painrelief lotion used for the pain
of arthritis. It is not to be taken
internally, rather, it should be
rubbed onto painful joints. The
product comes in two forms.
warming and cooling. The warming lotion contains capsaicin, an
ingredient found in chili peppers that works by blocking pain
signals from nerves while reducing inflammation. The cooling
lotion contains menthol and cools
as it is applied. Bath contain
natural castor oil, a product that
has been used for more than 4,000
years because of its healing
properties.
Some people find relief from
pain by drinking purple grape
juice and pectin, a substance
used in preparing jams and jellies. Simply pour 8 ounces of
100 percent juice into a glass.
Add 1 to 2 tablespoons of liquid pectin and stir Dnnk two
to three times daily. The remedy is reported to substantially
reduce the pain of arthntis.
While I've been told pectin
is in short supply unless Ur is
jelly-making season. I learned
it can be purchased in bulk from
Kauffman's Fruit Farm and Market. Visit www.kauffmansfruitfarm.com,or call(717)768-7112.

CoidractBridge
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•Q 1097
V9 2
•Q I 83
*Q14
EAST
WEST
•K .1 3
•6 4
•J4
1PQ 10 8 7 5 3
•K 9 6 5
•A 10 2
+9732
+106
SOUTH
•A8 52
•A K 6
•7 4
•A K 85
The bidding:
North Fast
West
South
Pass
1•
Pass
1*
Pass
2*
Pass
1+
4+
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — seven of hearts.
Assume you're East, defending
against four spades played by South.
Declarer takes your jack of hearts
with the ace. continues with the king
and ruffs the third heart with
dummy's seven. You overruff with
the jack arid exit with a club, taken
by dummy's jack.
South them leads the queen of
spades from dummy and, when you
follow with the three, lets the queen
ride. Another spade lead picks up
your king, whereupon declarer
claims the contract. conceding two
diamond tricks.

South finishes with exactly 10
tricks. and it seems that there's nothing you could hayc done about it.
Yet, when the hand was played.
South went down one What's more,
it's likely that anyone else 'would
almost certainly base suffered the
same fate
There was only one significant
difference between the way the
actual East defended and the method
of defense described above. That difference occurred at trick three when,
instead of oserruffing dummy's
seven with the jack, Fast overruffed
with the king!
. I play had the desired
This
effect on declarer, who naturally
assumed that West had the jack of
spades. Arid so. after winning East's
club return in dummy at trick four, he
led the spade nine to the ace and
returned a spade toward chimmy"s Q.
10. When West t011owed low. South
played the ten, losing to Fast's jack.
The A-K of diamonds later set the
contract.
East's farsighted play AZS NrCry
well-reasoned. Since South was
almost sure to have the ace of spades,
oserruffing with the jack at trick
three would leave declarer no choice
but to finesse against the king later
on. (Yverruffmg with the king, however, presented declarer with an
entirely different way to play the
trumps, and virtually guaranteed that
he would mistiness boss to play. the
suit
lest your play.

Crosswords
39 Derek or
Jackson
40 Touch of frost
42 Potpie veggie
44 Traffic indicator
46 Radar blip
48 Canine warning
50 Plant stickers
51 Facilitate
53 Tiny specks
55 Sheet fabric
58 More cornpressed
61 Monsieur's

ACROSS
1 Dress bottom
4 Name in
cheesecake
8 Soft touch
11 Many years
13 Outback
mineral
14 Charge it
15 Lady of
Coventry
17 Add water
19 Customize
21 Noon. in
ancient Rome
22 Little creek
24 Kangaroo
pouch
26 Relay race
portions
29 Fire engine
gear
31 Shaggy flower
33 Moved quickly
34 Bear - mind
35 It may be tidy
37 Pinella of the
diamond
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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62 Venue
64 Dublin's land
65 NBA coach
- Unseld
66 Muse of history
67 Snake
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Not cooked
Mr Trebek
Slower
Astonish
Decade
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1 Witch to
Shakespeare
2 Conceit
3 Heroes awards
4 Makes suds
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12 Edges past
16 Ky neighbor
18 Have the flu
20 Jaunty lid
22 German river
23 Column type
25 -- -de-sac
27 Eva or Zsa
Zsa
28 Cold flakes
30 Have dinner
32 Bag extinct bird
36 Alcott girl
38 Debonair
41 Facets
43 'Exodus' name
45 Finland
neighbor
47 Iraqi export
49 Cowboy meet
52 Compact 54 Kin Kanawa
55 Pet's plea
56 Rocky
Mountain tribe
57 Less than one
59 Pause fillers
60 One's good
name
63 Polynesian
plant
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CLASSIFIEDS
INDIA
ADJUSTMENTS
AcNerkers are requestea to deck
Sir first insertion of their ads Its any

070
003
100
110
120

erre( Murray Ledger & Times we be
responsibie Its only one ncorreri
insertion Any error should be report

in
140
110
IN
180
IN
110

ad wnrneesatety so corrections can
be made
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Ponition•

Custedian approximately 20 hours per week:

Department

Murray Police Department

Salary:

27.00 per hour

Date positron begins

July I. 2008

This position is for part-time employment only
No employment benefits are available

Custom*? Approdotion Day
404'

Applications for this poeition can be picked up at City Hall at 104 N. 5th
Street, Murray or on-bne at vaww.murravkv.gov and click on the administration tab and then on the personnel tab to download a copy of the
application. Applications moat be mailed in or brought by City
Hall. No job description is available for this position - duties will be
explained by interview committee

June 19th
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
- Hot Dogs, Drinks
200 grill bathes
tilled free

Applications will be accepted through Thursday, June 19, 2008

Special Summer Fill Prices
Special New Customer Fills

IMMEDIATE
OPENING

Calloway Comity Proposal Gas
3040 State Route 94 East• Murray, Kentucky
753-7485 or toll free 1-888-272-0559

ellIll

t
11elp WNW
11131

Nike
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do SO at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger S. Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsitaay whatsoever for their
activities.
III*Waled
ADMINISTRATIVE
POS1
ASSISTANT

T1QN
F/T front office adminposition,
istrative
mature, dependable.
multi-tasker with book keepng/payroil knowledge, detail oriented,
good social skills, see
motivated, able to
meet aeadlines arid
handle busy phone,
enjoy dealing with public, willingness to learn
our procedures, mainconfidentiality,
tain
knowledge nf Mir-sot:oft
Office, some overtime
required dunng tax
(Jan-Apr),
season
office errands, benefits
reference
package,
required, reply to: P.O.
Box 527. Murray, KY
42071.
INDUSTRIAL painters
local/steady work. 270554-2696

\I r

BRICK MASON. Full
time, benefits. High
school graduate, four
years masonry work
expenence required.
Ability to read blueprints desirable. Must
have valid driver's
on
Click
license.
at
'Employment"
e.edu
www.murraystat
for additional information. Salary $11.01 per
at:
Apply
hour.
Resources,
Human
State
Murray
University, 404 Sparks
KY
Murray.
Hall.
4 20 7 1 - 33 1 2 .
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply.
AA
M/F/D,
EEO,
employer.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on ow classifieds
ivebpage at
murroledger corm
you will be redirected
to rbeetwatcom.
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Murray. Ledger & Times
1001 Whithell Ave.
Murray, KY

R11-ECH

HEAL TViC A141 INC_
We Care About Patient Care

yob
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
webute, not all listings
on the iobnetwwk.com
we placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
yob listings Thank you

Pulmo Dose Call Center is seeking applo
cants for Patient Service Representatives.
PSR,are responsible ter contacting all
assigned patients monthly, taking patient
orders, verifying patient information, and
placing the order in a timely manner.
Experieace in medical field and administrative record management preferred, but not
required. Strong customer service background preferred. Regular hours will be
Monday - Fnday Sam to 5pm All positions
require minimum educational background of
high school diploma or GED equivalent
Please deliver or mail your resume to 120
Max Hurt Drive Murray, KY or email to
resume.pulmod ose@ rotech.corn.

1110
irolt NAN wool,-

We are an Equal Opportunity Empioyer

Medical Technologist

gat him es subscription to the

Immediate

full-time and PRN Medical
Technologist position available for afternoon shtft. Salary commensurate with expe-

MERSAI

LEDGER&TIMES

nence. Excellent benefit package. Interested
applicant', may send resumes

Local Mail

e

--$41-$
35:
1 yr. -3111.1111

yr.
1 ....
6

1

Money Order

Visa

WC

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center

Human Resources Department
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield. KY 42064
FAX: 270-251-$14A3
EEO/M/F/D/V

Al ter Mu
Saieseriptians
3 sue.-$711.56 3ins.-ONUS
6 aro -.....f$440
6
1 yr....--31200 1 yr.-4145.011
Rest of IKY/TPI
rpursa siiissesu

Cheek

IrlMm

Name

/011,11pIr
_

1 St. Address

to:

/rift

Housekeeping
Supervisor

City
Zip

State
eiine Ph.

Mail this coupon with payment to:
1
1
1
I.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
01 call 12701 7531918

Candidates must be able to coach and
counsel employees in Houskeeping.
Maintain and effective training prooram
Inspect all rooms each day. Handle all
purchasing for the department.

Apply In person 1415 Lowes Dr.
Murray, KY

270-753.8556

TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

.1043 DeNtiption:
So.ount Executive is responsible tor selling the
vornpany's voice and data ServiLes 10 nea business
dients through establishment. development, and
maintenance of custonici relationships Monthly
sales quota will be achieved through cold calling
and lead follow-up This position will be based in
Padu•...vh. KY. rerxwrIng directly to the Vice
President oi Sales who is based in Paducah
Coinpensalion sin include base pay commission.
and benefits AE can expect to earn 8808 and
•tver-achievers can expect to earn in excess of
5100K

One and Two Bedroom Apartments

Central Heat and Au
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Cr

M

keens
Far ads

TIsi

ob Far kat

I or 2 BR apartments
No pets? Please leave
270-753message
1970

moors

Required Skills i et of business to business sales
e‘penerne vs a 4 yr college degree
Desired Skills PreVIOUS telecom sales experience
Stan Date July I. 2008
Please respond with attached email and cover
letter to. Jaytne Gholson, VP Sales
jaymeWcalldialog.com

TOP SOIL
Best the county has
Cal Terrell reheat

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murre y
downtown

7 3-9075
27 y7-21'3

starting

at

$200/mo.

753-4109.

BR,
pets.

2

111111Ø.mesa1-1

quiet, no
per
$355

W/D,

month.293-6070.

DO you bye working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
tor you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at'
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

•

'

Please No hone Calls

Byy and local
MUIMI

Heim Deliver,'
3 mu.--MOM

Account Executive
Dialog Telecommunications

The City of Murray has the following employment opportunity

2008

Drive • Murray, KY 42071

1505 Diuguid

Employment Opportunity

DA

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

lee Waned

g.:A5

viand

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitneli Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 pm.• Fax:7,90-

Murray-Calloway County Hoapital is seeking
proposals for plumbing revision, at the Weeks
Community Center, 607 Poplar Street, Murray, KY
relative to the relocation of the MCCH Adult Day
Care to the Weak. Community Center Interested
parties, should contact Bud Byars Director of Plant
Operation., no later than Spin on Monday, June 9,

\luiray 1

FULL-TIME Sales
Representative
Needed. Seeking individual with outgoing
personate), tn generate
leads, close sales and
train on PoaverClium
software solutions,
Susrw travel required.
Base pay phis commission, benefits
include health/life/dental insurance. retirement. 18 paid days off
per year, and tuition
assistance Minimum
1 year college
lequired and sales
experience preferred
Email resumes to candsce@powerctaim.com

Custodian at Elementary School

Independent
School District

Murray

JOB DESCRIPTION To perform routine
custodial activities at an assigned school site ot
facility to maintein buildings, locker rooms and
adjacent grounds areas in a clean, orderly and
secure condition.
snail have a high school
diploma, GED Certificate or demonstratee
progress toward obtaining a GED as required by
Kentucky law. Must be chosen with reference to
personal, educational. physical, moral and emotional feress and shall demonstrate the ability to
communicate and work effectively with students
peers, parents and faculty.
QUALIFICATIONS•

Applications are available at the Murray Board a
Education, 208 South 13th Street, Murray
hent,icky 42071
EOE

elest Si Bey
Home
AMANDA S
Daycare has opening
in her home. Small
daycare at a great
environment
home
Auto bond accepted
Please call 270-2935212 or 270-753-7031

GOAL onented, good
energetic
hearted,
team members needed. Muth county state
contracted agency has CLEANING houses 20
openings far 7 to 10
years experience 270Articles
career
competent,
759-9553
For Sale
to
minded individuals
complete our team. HOME cleaning
CHIHUAHUA puppies
Th;s is your chance to services 227-7129
for sale. 24 foot swimmake a real impact on
If you would like a
ming pool & 16 tt swimthe lives of others. All
weekly house cleanming pcol for sale.
training provided to
ing, please call me
Willing tn deliver. 270achieve state level cer- (270)767- 1636
382-20413
tification. Limited openCOMPLETE Sand N
ings on all shifts in mulSun Easy set pool
tiple locations. Please
$275 ob.°.
18x4ft
call 270-767-1543 for
Walmar new $399.
more information or to
270-759-4209
schedule an interview
or drop in to apply at
HD Teievisions
404 North 4th Street
Come by Olympic
Suite D. Murray, M-F
Plaza to see our selecadult
9:00-3 00 Part time Semi-retired
tion of HD televisions•
and full time positions, male caregiver willing
Flat screen Plasma &
great job for college to sit/provide care for LCDs. Rear Projection
adults. Overnight if also
students, hard working
LG. Toshiba,
neccessary. Contact Hitachi & Sony We
individuals and proven
270-753-8801.
professionals
have a large seection
WILL sit with elderly in of entertainment cenIMMEDIATE OPENhome. nursvig "tome, ters & TV carts.
INGS, full-time, trainor hospital. Will also do Beasley Antenna &
ing provided, must be
house cleaning 753- Satellite. 759-0901
Day
dependable,
7129. 210-4173
KENMORE 30 white
hourly rare arid bonuselectric flat top range,
es Apply in person
warming drawer Had
Convoke
Signmasters. 8503 US
1 5 years $500 °W.
Hwy 68 East. Benton
GE white tnton M(Fairdealing)
MDM COMPUTERS
clean dishwasher. 4
Service'Sales
MARKETING
cycles. $150 otio 753s
Repairs/Upgrade
Pleasant voices need6474.
759.3556
ed for easy phone
MAYTAG washer &
work No selling
dryer, excellent condiImmediate full/pan
111ast la Buy
11211
tion. 3 piece set glass
time positions Work
top tables. 227-5456.
Monday-Friday $7ANTIQUES, Cal Larry
$16 peehour Paid
MISSION style dinning
753-3633
weekly. Cali 753-9024.
table 6' wrth extra leaf,
BUYING
plus 6 wood chairs.
NOW taking applicaJunk cars, trucks and
Paid $1200, sell $500.
tions for all positions
436-5235,
t.actors
Pool Table 9' with new
and all shifts. Apply
227-6004
tan felt, with 2 pool
In person at Sonic
sticks. $500. Queen
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
BUYING old US Coin
Paying sire mattress and box
St., Murray, KY. No
collections
phone calls.
Blue Book value. 293- spnngs $150. 767-

1

Steven G Sacora,
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
CPA. Benefits include
4-day work week
Email resume to
steve0sacora corn

6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th,
Murray.

t AR(.11
SELECTION

28R duplex, nice,

furnished. Various locabons. Coleman RE
752-9898

C/H/A, appliances

5.3SED Ayrt.IANr
.
WARD 115gIN 4

(270) 753 171)

• 28R8 381:1 apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease, I
month deposit, no

F by
ritL7:7im

pets. 753-2905

Need furniture?
MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS

3 & 4 BR townhouses.
5630-900 per month
No pets. Includes
washer/dryer.

1407 Main

oven/stove, dishwash-

761-7653

er and refrigerator
Ca-VA. Utilities not

We sell new &

used.

Included, Meadowlark

Tfwnhouses
(270)348-0458
06 Troy BM 25hp 54'
der*, roe waft.goo, .1110413R, 26A available
1911011011es.
1
.
rank new 111111011.444111
753-9e98
Cokorrian
$1200. 510-220-5686.

TRAC
Block 1
With N%
TRAC
Of Mai
Corner
TRAC
Of Mai
Miler

111.1i

REA

aro a

REAL I

Buyers!

Poterste

3 BR 1.5 BA duplex ,
appliances ..
..., CAVA
134sairi Pit 753-9898 7 •
CON TRUCTION
EQUIPMENT.
Backhoes, used Cate
5808L. 580SM, others,
444, se-hoe, several in
stock. Standard & mint
36-42'
excavators

house, C/H/A. 1,
0752. & 3 BR Apt
1252.

753-

753-0636, 761-

3694.

Skytrak & Gradali tele-

Case
dozers-550E $23,500.

scopic forklifts.

1400hr

cab/au

850K

UC

new

&84,900

Wanda Snow 731-3633680.
JO 600 Hiboys S3,500.
JO

6000

Hicycles
Tobacco

$7,500.

Can
deliver
(502)550-4080
sticks,

15 each.

Hoek Fee Sde I
"
-OWNER Finance*
38R, 2BA, near lake,
6058 Dunbar Rd., New
53,950
Concord
down, $495/month,
Bonnie Byerty 'Broker
(270)752-0729.
1996 Patriot, 16x80,
38R, 2bath, vinyl
siding. 2x6 wells.
excellent condition
(270/489-2525
2001 16x80 Clayton
3-Bedroom, 2Bath,'af/Approx I acre,
new landscaping, 2-car
carport, 12x113 outbuilding, remodeled
inside last year, front
porch and back deck,
very clean. 759-9362
EASY QUAUFY- Do
you own or have
access to land? Zero

NOW LEASING
1, 2 8 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 voilthers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO

#1-800-648-6056

SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt. upstairs,
water paid, available
now, no pets.
$260/mo. 753-5980

AI
Along
McDoi
ink
25
15 I

Do:
Tru
Lets
Vls1
Coos

1
HI

II

1-am
Po

At Tt
Stree
1
Very large, 3 BR, 2 BA
wet garage 908 2011St. $750 per month
759-4529

For Red

1.

S.
Ts

Lai
bow

clown on a new Clayton

FREE
APPROVAL 731-51149429.
FOR SALE
198e 3 Bedroom,
2 bath lax110 mobil*
home. possibly
needs to be moved,
some work needed.
Call 227-872111 serious about bu)ing.
$10,000f0t10.
home.

0657. 978-2482.

USED windows for
sale Double hung with
screens 6 foot French
753-8173 or
door
293-4392

Lfh

$393`mmitl

deposit,

2 BR, I BA, new
hardwood
kitchen,
floors, close to MSU,
attached

garage, no

711 Payne St
$475 per month. 270293.3710.
pets

3 Br, Non-Smoking
brick, storage, nice
yard, no pets. $645 per
rnonth. 293-8070.

it 14, 2 BA, brick,
remodeled.
newly
haichvood floors. Close
to MSU. 1655 Ryan
Ave. No pets MOO

9s4Afgrindwfaaaraoro-stira-wo2
Z4i

WII
Pu

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

ESTATE AUCTION •

NEON SCAM
MINI•STORMNI

Saturday, June 7, 2008•10 a.m.
From Murray, KY take Hwy.641 North to house
number 3782. Watch for auction signs.
Mr. Creston and Mrs. Mary Nen Bucy Estate
pc Kroehle; bedroom suite - twin bed - 4 drawer tile cabinet • maple table ilk
, hairs w/glass door china cabinet - maple breakfint set w/4 chairs - maple cotter &
lamp tables - nice table lamps maple ION ewat picture triunes - hall tree - Lane
..ediu chest - maple arm chair color Iv - recliner • old rut king chair bookshelf os•al braided rug • kerosene lamp - eon decorations • electric sewing machine - Star
Lite fine china other set of china - some old air,& china old tea & Juice glassstern fruiters - Corning & Pyres dishes • tinning howls - old butter churn lid &
dasher - oblong dough tray & roller - punch bowl glass butter mold - cast 11011
pieces - stone coolcware Club cookware . stainless flatware - small kinks spell
ances - pressure cooker • frost free freezer 20- cook sieve • washer g dryer lit
coffee gnader • quilt rack • old hand stitched guilts - old %all pecket - nee needle
work, collection of figurines & wham not items linens • tablecloths - modern wash
stand wilsowl pitcher & bed chamber sanity I.unps - milk glass - old kerosene
heater pate Webb Co Louisville -17 Oat iron book ends - World Books wall
decoration Chnernas items costume Jewelry - Sentry fireproof sate - old wash
board - picture holder easel - air purifier electric fan - stereo & records - old typewriter - metal shell 5 gal milk can Alt .011d1110f1Cf wash kettle • Gypsy dye poi
• vacuum cleaner • wheelbarrow pint & titriU1 Fais rerngernor fisNng equipment camper shell or a small pickup - fund & yard tools small mei box ot tools
19113 Olds car Ilk Royal 4 dr 66ect mite,

.10 Um Units
Available
*How Have
Climate Control

I

NE011 at.

753-3853
MILFor Ran
BEAUTIFUL new bock
home for rent 3 BR
2 5 BA. 2 car garage
in new subdivision
Call after 5 00 4365701

NortryhntAthle for its hichtt Lont h at widish,

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

DAN MILLER 435-4144 DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D PASCHALL 767-9223
BROKER & AUCTIONEER
Licensed 8 Bonded in KY & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
My Service Doesn t Cost It Pays

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE
AUCTION

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

Selling For Crop Production Services, Inc.

1850 St Rt 12• C
Mcirray KY 420

Thursday, June 12th, 2008 @ 10:00 AM
Location: 204 Railroad Ave. - Main Street - Poplar Street
Murray, KY. Great Location Last of Court Square.
INDUSTRIAL ZONED(.05f t11RCIAT PROPERTY

Lemont* Prop for Nom

Thursday. June 5, 2008 • 51i

12701436-2524

REAL ESTATE TRACTS
LOCATION ON MAIN ST. - POPLAR ST --RAILROAD AVE,
TRACT 1'- 204 Railroad Ave. Murray,KY 6347 +/- Sq. Ft. Metal and
Block Building With Loading Dock - 3 Overhead Doors. Scale House
With Winslow Scales All Situated On A 1.14 Acre Tract.
TRACT 2* - Main Street And Industrial Road - Features 232.66 Feet
Of Main Street Frontage. And 269' Feet On Industrial Road. Being A
Corner Lot Containing 1.40 Acres.
TRACT 3* - Main Street And Industrial Road -Features 251.49' Feet
Of Main Street Frontage. And 260.40' Feet On Industrial Road. Being A

12701 2934969
MURRAY Store and
...ock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

orner Lot Containing 1.60!Acre%..,
/1.1,1,CTION HELD Cliti SIT-EAT 204 Railroad Ave. Murray. KY:
REAL ESTATE WILL SELL AT 10:00 AM REGARDLESS OF PRICE
BID ON THE TRACT COMBLVATION THAT BEST FITS YOUR NEEDS!!!

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
*We rent U Hauls
753-9600

REAL ESTATE TERMS: 15`r Down Day Ot Sale Bahuice In 10 Days •A 10.1
Buyers Premium Will Be Added To Final Bid Price And Included In The Contract Price
Potential Bidder May View Brochure or Webee For All Tenn. And Conditions

HARIRIS
REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
" 3855 ST RT 45 NORTH.
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY 42066
DALE RAY HARRIS BrokenAuctioneer
MICHAEL HARRIS Broker/Auctioneer
1-270)247-3253 OR Et00-380-43 1-8
YOUR PROFESSIONAL AUCTIONEERS

YARD SALE
704
POPLAR
FRIDAY 6th
7AM-?
Cancel if
rain

SELLING AT ABSOLUTE AUCTION

retail space
evadable Prime location 753-2905, 2931480
OFFICE space for rent.
a pox . 1,800 sq.ft
per
$1,000
monthedePasll• 12th
street location 2937874.
40'x48'.
SHOPS
40)(40', gas heat. insulated., 12 ft wails
Located 406 Sunbury
Circle. Murray Cali
Carlos Black 270-4362935

9 week old AKC revsered yellow Lab puppies. 1 male. 2
emaies. 1st shots
$200 270-759-9375
leave message.
Jack
ADORABLE
pups.
Russell
Tricolored, males and
females. $85 489-6106
after 5:30, 752-0010.
DOG Obedience.
436-2858.
Farm raised Australian
puppies.
Shepherd
Welsch
Pembroke
Corgi AKC, registered
Toy Poodles, home
raised, wormed and
shots. Judy Turner
618-499-1282. 618672-4778
Great Pyrenees puppies. 550. 270-5344062
One male and one
I e re a Ie
Collie(Austrailan
Mix.
Shepherd
Approximately 14-18
months old Call 270293-8613 Of 270-2939113 and make an
otter. Must go to same
home!
PAPILLON pups $300$350. 748-5575

Along Hwy 641 At Puryear. TN At The Stoplight, Take Main St West To
McDonald St, Turn Left And Proceed South 2/10 Miie To School Street
ur ss Kb sr Ea ase um IP II
Alb !Cass0 1 assnitsos'
s
25 Antique And Collector Vehicle
Honda's, Kawasaki's
Marley's,
15 Motorcycles 30 Small Tractors
Dozers - Excavators- Graders - Loaders
Trucks - Trailers - SI Mobiles Filismats

The Day!
Lots Of items - Come Prepared To Spend&
Details
Welt www.jamesrcash.com for Pictures
A Minn
Letters
Complete Settlement Day Of Sale - Beak
No Buyer's Premium • No Credit Cards

7Z

-.5

ALIGirims.

Ifs Oise Tract

g
Timberland - Great Huntin
Of Hazel
HI Elevation - 5 Miles East
Frontage
Read
Paved
Very Accessible - 1200' Of
State Line
In Calloway Co, KY Along The
KY
7045 State Line Road East, Hazel,
30 Days
sn
Due
Balance
Terms: 15% Down,
Meszesi, OCT
Largos Coriner Lot in
- Large Tress
Perfect Honseplace Setting
Net threes
Illetb
Owellsig
Gas
Sewers - WM - Msteral

1 Block To 3rd
Al The Bank In Hazel. Take Barnett Street East
110 Myers Street,
Street. Go North To Myers Street ,Turn Right To In
30 Days
Terms:03,000.00 Down, ilalassee

ng
1.20 Acres With Frame Dwelli
TN
IMO St it 43.31 - llosaw•wssanr.
lt1
Iftattearstea
Gas
Platanall
Sowers - Water
Terms:55,000.00 Down, Molasses ks 30 Days

"KY Lake"
Lake View Let At Cypress Springs,
arse Take Jsg Lame 1 Meek To Fossil Lane
Entering Cypress Springs Marina

There is A Dwelling That Is Not Livable
Tarms:$3,000.00 Down, Balance In 30 Days
ALL REAL ESTATE
14th From The
Will Be Sold Saturday, JuneAt
12:00 Noon
Puryear Auction Location
www.jamessrcash.com For Details.

ES B.. CASH
WI
ISA
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
-i --.7.c
.1
FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
ICI

-- i

FANCY

, -', • 7A1/ r+:*, ,

RC I

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times

First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Unlock $ Stipples

Arles 5 yr old TN walking
SPA ac
tworor mini Seems horse, mare, 14.1
*Monate Control hands, black, very pretty, child safe. lots of trail
*Nr. Lease
$1500
207 South 7th St. experience.
270-227-9020. •
NI>1eSTOJe.
GOATS for sale 270,293-9046, 270-7050502
Conwarteal Prop. For Reit
Registered Red Angus
service age bulls. 7312.000 sq ft. of retail o
697-2423.
office space 0 401
Maple St„ on the
square in Murray, 270YARD SALE
978-0698
MILDRED DR.
4,000 sq. ft. warehouse available month
OFF KIRKWOOD
to month. 270-832FRIDAY AND
0012.
COMMERCIAL properly with 1.500 sq. ft.
building located on
12114 inside crly
$1.200 month. available June 15th. Call
753-2225

SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
GE washer and
dryer, furniture

GARAGE SALE
2787 BROOKS CHAPER RD,
DEXTER. KY
293-9426
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Girls clothing (12-24 months), play pen, diaper
bags, other baby [terns. maternity clothes men
& women clothing, entertainment center
household items, elfin one pnnter. keyboard &
Sal panel, sports equipment. womens golf clubs
WI boy softball gloves, bag & bats, bowling
shoes. stepside rails for pick-up, lots more

GARAGE SALE
2016 CAROL DR.
FRI & SAT
OPEN 7AM
Baseball cards, furniture, garden
arbor, trellis, other garden items.
metal break 32' heavy ladder, tools.
Americana collectibles, rugs, dishes,
birdhouses. toddler boy clothes, men
& women clothes, toys, jewelry, ladies
scrubs size small,lois more!
YARD SALE
1616 BETHEL RD.
TURN ON NEW HWY 80 AT
FLEMING FURNITURE.
FIRST RD. ON RIGHT.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
6:00-7
Lots of children's clothing- girls, boys,
newborn to 4, shoes, clothing for men
and women, lots of toys, car seat.
booster seat, household items, corner
shelving and bicycle.

knoturtedes & ATVs

230 STONECREST
lust built i story.2 bedroom. 2 bath. basement. 2 car
garage. wood floors. 1.500 finished. 1.50) unfinished Possibiliry tor 5 bedroom bath S159 000
293-6887

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
1515 GLENDALE
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Child video game
center, household
items, collectibles.
plus clothes, leans
and vintage toys

YARD SALE

4 FAMILY GARAGE
SALE
2102
BROOKHAVEN
FRIDAY AND
SATIIRDAY
6:00-3:00
Baby turn slangy.
dothing for everyone
toys, books,
houseware. hardware,
antiques and much
much more
Something for
evervone

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE
FIRST RD. PAST
ALMO HEIGHTS
ON LEFT. 2ND
HOUSE.
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Double recline
couch sewing
machine, other
furniture misc

HUGE INSIDE
YARD SALE
2014 COLLEGE
FARM ROAD
FRIDAY
&Oa.?
Furniture, appliances.
fisher once toys.
books, lamps,
dishes, baskets,
linens,lewelry,

Derbies glassware.
tupenvare, organ,
quiffs home decor
Everything must go,
YARD SALE
2116 COUNTRY RD
SOUTHWEST
VILLA
FRI. June fith
4PM-7PM
Sat June 7th
7AM-11AM
LOTS of girl's and
women's clothes
mc hcusehoiti
terns, new items
each day

YARD SALE
220 OAKCREST
EAST Y
SUBDIVISION
THURSDAY
AND
FRIDAY
8:00-4:00
E•Z set pod tiller
antiques v B purses,
shoes le;. 5ne rugs
new printers Harley
items-none weed eaters.
and decorative stems

•1•11.

YARD SALE
503 South 16th St
Friday & Saturday
7:00AM-?
Stroller, rocker,
pressure washer,
wood stove, small
appliances, fishing
poles. carpet,
bedding, purses,
shoes, toys, clothes
(plus, girl's. toddler's
& baby.)

2 FAMILY
YARD SALE
603 $ 9TH ST
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Craft items.
scrapbooking,
stamping up, household items clothing
including plus size
(2X,3X). toys. and
much more

YARD SALE

A-10 FOX
MEADOWS

905 Doran Rd.. 3 BR 2
BA, brick, corner lot
Many up-dates, new
floonng, HVAC, landscaping & hot tub WD
stay $125.000 7538905. 293-4269

Greg Taylor
Attorney at Law
Comm% Deli
Club.
761-45n
gregtallsebit.em

THURSDAY
AND
FRIDAY

7:00-1:00

clothes, toys, baby
bed. bicycle, PSZ,
and much more

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch •
Starting at $20
mOunted

Call 753-5606
11111Vellelas

Mu.,-ay Ledger & limes Fatt
Hoosing Act Notice
All real estate aovernsed herein
• sublect to the Federal Fair
Housing Ati. *his+ makes it
advertem an ?frierRegal
ence imitator, or distrumnabon based on race. colkie religion. sex, handrtap famthal stdNs or natronal origin, or intention to make ant such prekirenicr, limaabore or dmatMt1,1tort
State lass' forbld dricnnnnanon
n the sale, rental or adverrosng
or real estate based on factors in
addinon to *Gr, rtfttietted
urkief mleral law
So will knowingh accept ant
advertising for real estate winch
is. not in slotatton it the la. All
persons are betel, mtorrned
that all dwell:nit.- atts,ttli•ed are
oilabie on an equal "ppm,-

alb base

turther ayastanre wrtb Fair
lioustng Advertnong requirements, contact N AA Counsel
Rene P Want Call ogt-1000

FSBO 4 bed/4 bath
updated older home
with office, formal dining room and iarge eat
in kitchen. 1 1/2 mile
from Murray on 1 acre
met with lanced back
yard. Hardwood floors,
new carpet and nicely
landscaped. $129.900.
Call anytime for details
at 270-97S-0861

IMO 11111111111i
753-3500
McKinney
Ins. Servicets
100 N. 5th
2004 Monte Carlo, one
owner, well main- '
•
tamed, good condition
w
2000 Ford F-150, lung
L
;
cab, one owner Wrell .
:•1
maintained, good Ore
drtion Please call 2,5!::
6516. 270-559-8215.
99 Buick Park Avenue
Ultra, clean. leather. •
serviced.
regularly
$5,500 753-8096 97 BMW convertible.
3281. mint condition
100.000 miles, Boston e
green. $12.000 4365862
Used Tru...In
99 Ford Rancer supercab, 4 DR. 82K miles,
loaded sharp. 56.200
978-1548
1999 Ranger XLT. 4
cyl 121k, blue. 52.500
2e 7675,

ir1f

NM Mak=

I

:-

07 Ford Expedition
XLT, 22K miles. Mae .•
new 753-9508
94 Cherokee sport
runs good, $1,450
270-492-8614

EXECUTIVE Brick
3800 square foot
house for sale by
owner on almost 1/2
acre toe 4 bedrooms,
3 1/2 bathrooms. large
great room with cherry
built-ins and gas fireplace. sunroom with
custom tile design,
YARD SALE
dining room with trey
KIRKSEY AREA
ceiling and wainscotFOLLOW SIGNS
ing, gourmet kitchen
FRIDAY AND
with cherry cabinets
SATURDAY
with granite counter7:004:00
tops. hardwood floors,
NEW CONSTRUCIONcustom the, crown
molding throughout
MATERIALS S. TOOLS
house, custom chilwindows doors tnrn
dren s playground in
shower doors an iike
backyard. Custom
'sew and kids boy
cabinets and surround
ciothes and worrier
sound in and out of
nothing pod table and
house. 2 car garage.
other mt.%
professionally landscaped. custom blinds
and drapes' it interested in see home Oh
605 Kiegsway Court in
Woodeate Subdivision
1005 please call 293-5959
CONDO
Southwood #4. Murray or 293-0902
3BFV2BA.
Dwnstrs
apprx 1380 sq ft laun- Open House Saturuay
dry rm with w/cl. May 24th 9100-1 .00 3Kitchen with Mg, stove bedroom. 1-bath.
micro. Living and din- /200,'Sceft. Brick home
ring room. Central are • 1-1/4 acres, CHA.
Patio faces Bee Creek' Large Fenced
Park. $95,921, MLS Backyard, Patio
S39947, Century 21, $75.000 firm 615.
call Clayton 270-753- 804-7444
1492.

753-3500

McKinevey
lass. Services
100 N. 5th

123
Boars & Motors

L

"

IIIARANCE-

753-3500
•..
McKinney ,
ins. Services
00 N. 5th

2004 Harris Classic 28'
Flote Bole with preferred luxury package,
depth sounder, rear
entry. 25" tubes. hour
meter (200hrs.), titling
strakes, 2004 Evinrude
175HP with transferable warranty good
through 7(9/2009. soft
ride trailer. $26,000,
731-707-0537.
87 Glastron 16 ski
boat. 88 HP Evinrude
with low hours, garage
kept, in excellent
shape, economical fun.
270-210-4219

!WM'1)1 el 1
1)1111 Il 1 II l'
.•
ULM
LAWN SERVICE
Monini, Manicuring,

•
••••• IMMO
.11.1141.11111,

Landscaping &

For sale 3 BR, 1 BA
bnck home East side
of Murray. 270-2272162.

MURRAY Real Estate
961'ur Licensing Class
June 5-28, Weekends
270-223-0789 Prepay
FSBO Corner Lot *27 $960.00 debit/credit 0
(.47
acre) Saddle www amencancarecrCreek Subdivision., training corn
Gibbs Store Rd.. &
Atkins Way. Murray.
New 2-4
532.000 obo. 270-759Bedroom homes
4209

[EL

in Rherfield

Far SW

For sale 18 acres with
pond in Lynn Grove.
Beautiful building site
$6.800 per acre obo
489-2120.

8TH & PAYNE

Baby, children's

kaihe

313R. 2BA. 2.500 soft..
fireplace, fenced yd.
barn. 3.2 acres 2851
Kirksey rd (270)2270479

PARK PAVILLION

SATURDAY

05 VTX 1300 6,200
miles bags windshiekt,
custom paint sharp
270-293-1444
1981 Yamaha 250
Motorcycle $900, low
mileage and great on
gas! 270-527-6918 or
270-293-8827

Hones For Sala

OFPCE Of

I

Saturday,, aunts 14th -10:00 ARM
The Jimmy Gallimors Estate
At McDonald & School Sts, Puryear, TN

470

Tare Sal

11
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
Comer 0( 121 S & Glenn&
10‘19 $25 UNISYS

FOR SALE

409

1503 Henry St., 3 BR,
2 BA and office, comrenovated,
pletely
gourmet kitchen, granite, stainless steel,
hardwood Floors, deck,
in city limits. $144.900
Cell 761-4639 or 561445-9422.

GARAGE SALE
1320 MAIN STREET
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 7:30
Furniture. bedding. lamps. Silk trees, decorative
pillows, flower arrangements. 6 unopened vintage
Barbre's CD'S, END'S, shoes, clothes, jewelry,
kruck knacks

Estates.
Matt Jennings

293-7872
REDUCED!
LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage. waterfront lot with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp.
boat
Call
$248,500.00.
753-2905 or 293-8595.
RENT to own. 3 BR, 2
BA. 2 story, garages, in
ground pool. 5 acres.
270-559-1248.

Leaf Vacuuming
satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 2V-0611
Mowing
Lawn
1
Lowest prices
mulch, other
services also
227-8658 Cell
YOUR AD
COULD BE.
HERE FOR
ONLY.S75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 19/11'

24 soon stows
Res.. Com . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All yob, - leg or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lambs
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree'
removal. gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages gutters,
lunk & tree work.
A to B Moving. local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156
Al Joe's Mower repair
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray 436-2867

CLASSIFIEDS
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STATEWIDE CLASSI FIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

inquiries contact Knsta
at 502-875-8666 to
schecui, an interview

without
-avoi ..e
INSTRUC TIONAL
C hiiceen $95 D,.erce
with chldren $95 Wet
*Ammer& Are Hiring,
FREE name change
Train kr high paying
documents (wife only)
Aviation Maintenance
arid martial settlement
Career FM approved
agreement Fast, easy
poog.-ere Fir.ancal ad f
and professional Cali 1 qualified- Job place888-789-0198
'
ment
,resistance CALL
'Mime of
Aviation
*One order, One check
One smart move! Save Maintenanoe 03881349time and money by 5387
making one call to place
*ATTEND COLLEGE
a 25-word classified in
Online from home
70 Kentucky newspa'Business
'Medical
pers for only $250 For
'Paralegal 'Computers
more information. conJustice Job
classified 'Criminal
the
tact
placement assistance
department of this
Compute, a vaiiable
newspaper or call KPS
Financial Aid If quali1-502-223-8821
fied. Call 866-858-2121
viliew.CenturaOnfine.co
FOR SALE

Recent
Accepting
Gracie 23Y0, 1 yr OTR
Smithway
COL-A
Motor Xpress 888-6197607 *new smkc corn
Home
*DriversWeekends & Great
Pays Company, Lease
purchase available Pd
Vacation premium ter
efits & more' COL-A & 3
mos expenence rag d
18001441-4271
Call
xKY-100
*Driversimmediate
Hiring' Regional S OTR
available
positions
NOW, COL-A with tank
enooniement req'd Top
pay & premium benefits Call 877-484-3061
or visit www oakleytransport.COrn

Murray Ledger & nines

Services Oflsmd

Calhoon Construction, LLC

HOUSTON ELECTRIC & ALARM.

Additions, Windows, Siding,

• Rimaidantal and Commercial
• Bed** Repaii and Construction
• Security and Camara System
•24 Hour Servikm
• Uosneed and Insured
'Tree Estimates"

Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

E
FRE
;NWT'

& M Lawn Service
1%.1,1

151

•

270-293-5624

'Jay Knight
.270-293-0044

(270) 227-3574

RICKIMAINI
CONSTRUCTION. INC tft
0-7 2-0313
Owner. Contractor. Luke RIck mon

Residential Construction of
I New Homes,Additions & Remodeling
•Guaranteed professional & reliable service
•Insured
•Competiuve & reasonable pncing

AHART'S
GRAVEL It SAND
We sell 8 deliver red gravel, pea
gravel, large wash rock, dirt and sand
Approx. 9 miles on 641 N. of Murray
to Chaney Miller Rd., then take a right
on Hopkins Rd.

• AV Condlooring NI*4* • Engin Rebuking
• *Aide Unlacing •/bee.Amerce
•Onvers. We need drivFUTRELL'S Tree
Louisville,
in
ers
_ TEE LATE.57 ETIPNEIC'
Service
-A New Computer Now!
21 F121.7 SEPVICE
removal,
Lexington, Owensboro, Trimming,
Brand Name Bad or NO *Can You Dig ft'? Heavy Cincinnati. Knoxville stump grinding fireCredit- No problem. Equipment School. 3wk and Nashville Must
wood Insurer] 489program
Smallest weekly pay- training
Family owned & operated
have Class-A COL. 2839
ments avail Call NOW Beckhoes, Bulldozers, 23+ yrs. old. Tank &
Treckhoes. Local job Hamel, Clean MYR, 2
800-840-5366
II \It 11 \-.11
THE Murray Ledger
placement east Start yrs.. Class-A Exp.
‘c.1 \II `‘, I
& Times considers
HELP WANTED
KEELING
Cabin
digging dirt Now. 866- USHER TRANSPORT,
its sources reliable,
wrdJ & special pick
REMODFLING
362-6497
1
INC. 1-800-777-274
*Construction. Louisville
but inaccuracies do
• locally oeoed.roperaied
*Vent Saxer.:
General C,ontractor has •Get Crane Trained! X2 tears ushertrans
Collie
Readers FREE Border
•FLJos LEvfitING
occur.
759-1151 • 293-2783
immediate openings for Crane/ Heavy Equip port corn
bred puppies. 2704:36111101110.10vat
informathis
using
293-2784
form carpenters, con- Training.
227-2727.
edoeiNG.Pa114TIPR.:
National
•Guararteed Weekly
tion do so at their
crete laborers and con- Certification
91111.911119 1109-8949
prep
Join
Check.
Atthough
Settlement
risk.
Nadi/4
own
11.11,11h1",11 t .1,1!)0.0
crete finishers. Must Placement assistance.
Lease
persons and compayour Business!
be willing to travel. Financial Assistance. Wil-Trans
Repair,
Aj.11.1,1%
MCKNIGHT
Get
program.
Operator
mentioned
nies
Drug tree workplace. Georgia
108 Starks Ln.„elmo
School of
Rt
12114
St.
3101
a
being
the benefits of
in
Experience
herein are believed
Ca us of 61111*
KY Now offering flat
Construction
. 753-8087
Consinuction Industry is www.Heavy5.corn Use lease operator without
repair and used tees.
to be reputable, The
Okiis ime.
preferred Apply in per- Code ICYCNH or call any of the Risk. 888along with welding
Murray Ledger &
229-8712. Must be 23.
auto, home repair. 270son at 3560 Bashford 1-866-712-7745
Times, nor any of its
&AM taller *
227-4325.
Ave., Louisville, KY
-Knight Transportationemployees accept
Times
TROYER'S
Accredited
502-479•NCCER
Call
Of
40218
Tree
IN
YEARRY'S
Indianapolis,
responsibility
PARKER Excavating
any
Pole
Construction
TRENCHiNG
operator
equipment
6520.
Service. Free 6811Division- Knight has the
Bank grave! fill curt &
their
for
barns, shingles metal
whatsoever
731-782-3951
270-153-1911,
Courses. AMERICAN
mates. Phone 436"Ferrety" roofing Daniel Troyer
top soil. (270)293aCtivibes.
*EXECUTIVE DIREC- HEAVY EQUIPMENT small company
731-336-5288
2562.
227-0267
the
&
desire
3252
you
4
feel
(2/01804-688
TOR: Lebanon-Manon TRAINING located in
Strength'
County Chamber of Kentucky. Employment 'Finar,ciai
Commerce, Lebanon, Assistance & Financing you deserve, Get paid
fur your Experience'
Kentucky, seeks an available.
State
'Daily Pay 'Good Home
expenenced, self-mott- Training
Dollars
sated. highly energetic, Available to Qualified Time •Med/
creative and skilled Applicants. Dental' 401K '2006 or
newer trucks 4mos
with
communicator
wirivainnei.eom 865- OTR
experience
prover leadership *ills 280-5836
and college life and get to know
Murray Uigh School students six different states, will spend ative skills for podcasting
888-346required.
for position as full-time
students and faculty they may
will
Students
creation.
game
3D
4639. Owner Ops 800- Michael Hyatt, Jacob Thiede, five days on the Murray State
Director.
PET/PET SUPPUES
Executive
very be going to school with in the
a
create
to
the
teams
dorms
in
in
work
living
briew.knightcampus.
437-5907
BowRachel
and
Tang
Tony
The Executive Director
'HAPPY
JACK(R) Vans.corn
network future. On top of the wonderis entrely responsible
man will be attending the fifth and getting a taste of residen- sophisticated computer
II. greaseless.
Sardex
tial life at a university. The throughout the week and then ful experience each student has
for all aspects of the
Academies
CyberCave
of
year
Drive,.
Truck
*No
odorless way to treat
creative hands-on atmosphere of share what they have learned at MSU, parents are happy to
Chamber organization
Needed. at Murray State University.
mange on dogs without Experience
and will report only tc
the CyberCave encourages stu- with family and friends dur- know that this safe, educationyou
as
COL
The CyberCave. a black
steroids. At Southern Earn your
the Board of Directors.
dents to have fun while learn- ing CyberShow at the end of al experience, that includes
drive. Company- paid light, cave-like room blaring
WNW! happyStates.
lob
complete
For
ing about technology. Most
lodging, meals, and cla.ss time
driver training. Work for
strobe lights and rock music students leave camp with more the week.
to iackinc.com
go
description,
Wit-Trans Truciuno and
is provided to the students at
coordiis
CybcrCave
The
form or classroom, than just fun memories, they
www.iebanonTRAVEL
be OTR in three weeks. is a unique
no cost.
staff
TSM
one
nated through
ky.com/ExDirJobDescri
888-428-6374 Must be built by the Program of Distake what they learned home
one
More information about the
and
Howard
Dana
member.
ption.html. The ideal •DESTIN, FORT WA.L- 23.
cations
tinction in Telecommuni
with them to work on home
SOUTH
Marcia
CyberCave can be found on
member.
faculty
TSM
candidate vrilli turn the TON BEACH,
(TSM) networks or make tiaure career
PANAMA •Quit Long-Haul, run Systems Management
following go/dike:aborts: WALTON,
Combs, and camps are taught the website at www.murto expose high school students decisions.
bachelors degree or CITY & ponr ST JOE, regional and HAVE IT
by TSM college students that raystate.eduftsmicybercave. For
technolcations
to telecommuni
While at the camp, students
equivalent, excellent cLORIDA. Best selec- ALL, $.45/mile. Home
been invited to work in questions or to be added to
have
Benefits! ogy used daily in education
learn about technology such as
oral and written com- tion of beach cottages, weekly i
the CyberCave mailing list for
the program.
Oncondos.
&
homes
of
applipeace
wireless
business.
for
and
devices,
Stability
network
expemunication skills;
2009 CyberCave applications.
students
school
high
The
Reservations
line
Heartland
commind,
voice
and
putdic
and
cations, video
rience in sales,
Hyatt, Thiede, Tang
dana.howard@murcontact
Resons.
speak
to
ivww.Southem
opportunity
-441
the
-800
1
have
Express
marketing,
relations,
Bowman. along with almost 80 munications, networking and
about raystate.edu.
4953 vnew.heartlandexand/or special events corn 800.737.2322
other high school students from they may also use their cre- with the college students
preSS.COM
planning; proven experiTRUCK DRIVERS
ence record in developHELP WANTED
*Transfer Drivers: Need
ing and managing mem40 COL Class-A or B
ber programs. working iiAttn Drivers. HOME
you. You could go a bit over- ***** Others happily come
drivers to transfer motor HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
GET
with leaders, and estab- WEEKENDS!
board, which is so not like you. toward you. You are in a great
for others and
out
Reach
****
homes, straight trucks,
2008:
6,
Friday,June
lishing strong communi- PAID 404 PER MILE,
which is easy to sense.
ask key questions. You might be Slow down. Tonight: Get some mood,
tractors and buses. This year. you could be amazed
ty involvement at the Tarp Pay & 6% Bonus!
Loosen up when dealing with
than extra R and R.
nervous
or
energized
more
Year round work 1by just how much you can
leacership level; proven COL-A & 6 mo. flatbed
others. You discover that if you
actions might UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
800-501-3783
you're usual. Unexpectea
when
will step up to the
accomplish
data base and computer exp. req'd. W V.T. 800you into a tizzy. Take your **** Others seem to expect a lie back, others
throw
a special meetexperience (Microsoft 246-6305 www vevtonfocused. You have a strong sense
time reasoning which way to go. lot from you. Make it OK for now. plate. Schedule
Quickbooks, line.corn
word.
of direction and easily could Friends could surprise you. You might be surprised how fast ing for the end of the day
Excel. Access, and
become frustrated if stopped. Tonight: Make it simple; head you accomplish what you must. Tonight: Be a duo. Don't fly solo.
•CDL Class-A & B
Web-based training).
Ask a friend who might not be up AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
You have the support of others. home.
TRUCK
com- Courses.
Compensation
ALL Carpentry
at
snuff notit now to join you later **** Tackle everything that
to
erratic
be
might
20)
they
-June
21
(May
though
GEMINI
AMERICA TRAINING
RentIleling, additions,
mensurate with educaTonight: What starts as small might prevent you from really leton.
facts
critiyour
out
than
rather
Check
Accept
****
located in Kentucky. decks, home & mobile times.
tion ad experience:
ting go and enjoying yourself.
turn into a major party.
be
could
will
You
splurge.
and
big
before a
Employ.nent home repair, water & cize. Options appear left
incentive-based packYou'll accomplish a lot if you
much happier as a result. Listen SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
cannot
& Financing
you
little
is
Assistance
There
right.
tile
&
damage.
termite
and listen to your
age available for the
carefully to someone who has a ***** Look past the obvious, quiet down
State
avaliabla.
focused.
are
you
if
do
30
floors
hardwood
candidate.
efficient and precise
ideal
great deal of impact on your and you might be startled by instincts. Be
Dollars
Training
impormore
is
Nimmio
on
Larry
Communicati
exp.
yrs
Please send resume by
what you see. In tact you'll see a in what you do Tonight: Lead the
Refuse to get into an
Available to Qualified
753-2353 753-0353
tant than before. If you are sin- thinking.
June 14. 2008 to:
Walk away. Tonight: whole new perspective and weekend celebrations.
argument
Applicants
gle, you'll meet a lot of people.
Lebanon -Marion
APPUANCE REPAIR
understanding. Return calls and PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Find a pal to hang out with.
866.com
of 'YAM.Iatctit
County-Chamber
SERVICE & PARTS The trick will be choosing the
make sure a meeting is still **** You might be mentally
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
244-3644
Attn:
Commerce.
(2701 293-8726 OR right person. If you are attached, **** Use the day to clear out
scheduled. Tonight: A must long gone already and want to
Executive Committee, 'Delta Career Academy 759-5534
enjoy yourself. However, be sure
you see many ways to become any key projects where you must show.
Spalding Cum/nay Enrolling iocal
N.
Chuck Van Borer.
239
closer. Take that step: make your be at your best. You might plan SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. to clean up any details, errands
#201, students for 16 day
Avenue.
or projects, and handle a situat,IilI‘11
bond warmer. LEO understands on some much-deserved cele- 21)
Allow your imagLebanon, KY 40033 Class-A CDL training.
you.
brating later on. If you can cut ***** Deal with others direct- tion completely.
Opportunity S800-$850 avg starting
dominate. Friends
11ittlicll Bro..
Equal
out of work early, pinase do. You ly. You work best with individu- ination to
Employer
stay cen- seek you out. Tonight - Easy
Second
60
li.i‘
pay.
The Stars Show the Kind of need more fun in your life. als, not groups. If you
800-883how well works.
just
Approval.
find
out
you'll
tered,
TGIF.
Tonight:
*MECHANICS: Up to
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
0171
you work through problems.
$20000 bonus. Keep
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so; LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Though you might not real- Allow others to coma In closer BORN TODAY
National *Driver- $5K Sign-On
Army
the
I -Difficult
Revolutionary Nathan
ize it, you'll need a break very and get to know the real you. American
Fix Bonus for Experienced
Rolling.
Guard
novelist Thomas
soon. In fact, if you need to pull Tonight: Take off. Try a new Hale (1755).
Humvees. Strykers, etc. Teams: Dry Van & Temp
19)
21-April
(March
ARIES
1ti .
Mann (1875), painter Diego
- '1 R
worry. place_
don't
today,
skirls control. Solo lanes also
back
your
Expand
*** Your insights help you see
Suddenly, later in the day, you CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Velazquez (1599)
through career training. available 0/0s & COL- •.‘S1)11.‘1.4. life from a fenewed perspective
Nrjoi4
j...
will note a substantial difference.
Be a Soldier "-800-GO- A Grads welcome. Ca!!
you
helps
also
drive
Your strong
good times. Tonight:
GUARD.corn/mechanic Covenant (8661684 get some important errands Allow in the
1k \\
now
.1 41\N
t put off an impertant Happy as a clam right
2519 EOE.
Pon
done
Early
.P U.S.H . an
7711-72 179
your deadline VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. n)
tonight
Make
talk.
Childhood Development 'Driver- COL-A. The
an early start. With
*
for this chat. You will feel better *** Get
Center in Frankfort is Grass is Greener at
clear
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Lead the any luck, you will be able to
Tonignt.
afterward.
seeking PTL. Students with CDL
out of work early. You might be
toarViCe
celebrations.
weekend
Speech/Language Welcome - excellent
surphseo by what comes up for
Mowing, yard cleanand training Co Drivers
Pathologists
up, shrubs, bush hogDevelopmental Earn up to 46eprn
ging, tilling, mulch,
interventionists. serving Owner Operators Earn
grading.
children up to five years 1 350pm 22yrs of age
C-(270)978-0543
Murray Natural Gas
age
12mos OTR. No Forced
after 6.00 (270)4%wants to remind you to be
Speech/Language Northeast! Co Drivers 5277
Pathologists applicants call'
800-848-0405
careful when you begin
must have master's 0.0perators call. 877
spring planting and
your
accredited
from
ptl
www
degree
774-3533
yard cleaning.
CCC
ty.
collegaUniversr
inc.corn
and current state licem
Kentucky 811
Call
ATTN DRIsure Full and part-time *Drivers
6007 to have
1-800-752at
Bonus
Sign-On
VERS
available
positions
over
Earn
marked in
cpm
lines
ock is a Huslcy/S epherd
utility
35-42
all
Shubert is a ii elS ep erd
Development
weekly
mix, one year old, male
mix, nine months old, male
which you
in
Interventionists must 51000
area
the
NADEAU'S
benefits
hold bachelor's degree Excellent
SWIM HOURS: MONARI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 pm
will be digging.
Construction
in early children, special Need COL-A & 3 mos
*Decks
-flooring
800-635I i e more information r °rear I
OTP
education or related recent
For more information,
*Vinyl siding *Ail
loway County Animal Shelter
field and have IECE cer- 8669
Murray-Cal
Home Improvements
call Murray Natural Gas
tificate Salary commen- *Drivers
Competitive
at
(270) 759-4141
(270978-2111
at 270-762-0336.
with
surate
Licensed/Insured
Pay, Great Home Time,
1.5 Cx PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUPC-EmENT
educatioreexpenence in Van and Flatbed Fleets
nacleauconStrontlon ni•I
all nncrtonne. CA0,1 la

753-9899

T

Murray High School students accepted
to CyberCave Academy at Murray State
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